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Abstract

The aim of this thesis was to validate the use of infrared thermography (IRT) to non-invasively measure emotional reactions to different situations in pet dogs (*Canis familiaris*). A preliminary test, aimed to evaluate the correlation between eye-temperature and rectal temperature in dog, was performed. Then, in three different situations, negative (veterinary visit), positive (palatable food rewards), and mildly stressing followed by mildly positive (separation from and reunion with the owner), variations in heat emitted from lacrimal caruncle (referred to as eye temperature) were measured with an infrared thermographic camera. In addition, heart rate and heart rate variability parameters were collected using a non-invasive heart rate monitor designed for human use and validated on dogs. All experiments were video recorded to allow behavioral coding. During the negative situation dogs’ level of activity and stress related behaviors varied across compared to the baseline and dogs showed an increase in eye temperature despite having a significant decrease in the level of activity. The positive situation was characterized by a peak in eye temperature and mean HR and dogs engaged in behaviors indicating a positive arousal, focusing on food treats and tail wagging but there were not variations in HRV during stimulation but only an increment in SDNN immediately after the stimulus. In the separation from and reunion with the owner dogs’ eye temperature and mean HR did not vary neither in the stressful nor in the positive situations, RMSSD increased after the positive episode, SDNN dropped during the two stimulations and it increased after the stimulations. During the separation from the owner dogs were mainly directed to the door or to the experimenter while during the reunion with the owner dogs were focused mainly on the owner and on the environment, exhibiting safe base effect.

A different approach was used to assess the welfare of shelter dogs. Dogs were implanted with a telemeter and after implantation dogs were housed in sequence in four different situations lasting 1 week: alone, alone with toys and a stretch cot for sleeping, with an unknown, spayed, female, and alone with a daily 2-hours interaction with an experimenter. Two different approaches were tried: partially random extracted fragments from every week, behaviors from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. were continuous during baseline and the female situation. Results showed different reactions by dogs to the different situations and interestingly not all enrichments were enjoyed by the dogs improving their welfare.

Overall results suggest that IRT may represent a useful tool to investigate emotional reactions in dogs. Nevertheless, further research is needed to establish the specificity and sensivity of IRT in this context and to assess how different dogs’ characteristics, breed, previous experience and the valence and arousal elicited by the stimulus could influence the magnitude and type of the response. The role
of HRV in understanding emotional valence and the one of telemeters in understanding long-term effects on sheltered dogs' welfare is also discussed.
1. Introduction

1.1. Dogs. When? Who?

Class: Mammalia  
Order: Carnivora  
Family: Canidae  
Genus: Canis  
Species: *C. lupus familiaris*

The domestic dog is a canid which has been domesticated and selectively bred for millennia for various behaviors, sensory capabilities, and physical and working abilities. Even if its origin is debated, dog is recognized as the oldest domesticated animal [1]. Today it is a widespread animal, who share our environment at every latitude and our everyday life. World dog population is estimated at 525 million [2], only 17-24% of them live in a developed country, mostly as pet dogs; others are working dogs owned by a single person, village dogs kept for working purposes owned by a whole community, very common in African rural areas, or dogs that are not used to human presence although living as scavengers in the nearby of human communities [3] often hybridized with other canid species such as coyotes (*Canis latrans*) or different wolf subspecies (*Canis lupus*) [4,5] and in some cultures dogs are bred as source of meat. In our society, dogs play many different roles other than being a pet: they can be protection, military, police, or sled dogs, or help us in hunting, herding, or assisting disabled people (e.g., movement, visual, or hearing impaired, diabetics or epileptics).

Summarizing, in Western civilization, dog-human relationship is a positive relationship both for dogs and for us. Pet dogs are usually considered as family members and dog owners report that they consider dog as confidants, protectors, and friends and how dogs provide them an important emotive support [6]. Some studies have highlighted how dogs can provide even improvements in our health since owning a pet can decrease risk of cardiovascular diseases, heart rate reactivity [7,8], blood pressure, and cholesterol and cortisol concentrations [9] while raising levels of oxytocin, phenylalanine, phenylacetic acid, β-endorphins, and dopamine [9,10].

1.1.1. When was the first dog born?

The origin of the dog is not clear, yet. Despite many years have passed since the image of a prehistoric man stealing a wolf cub from its mother’s den [11], and even more years since Darwin proposed that dogs originated from two or more wild *Canis* species due to their enormous phenotypical differences [12], modern discoveries and new techniques as genome sequencing have
generated more questions than answers [1,13,14]. Present data, supported by genetic evidences, suggest that dog, gray wolf and Taymyr wolf (now extinct) shared a common ancestor from whom they diverged roughly together in a time window between 27,000 and 40,000 years before present [15]. Besides, it seems that wolves faced a very severe bottleneck immediately after their divergence from the common ancestor and as a result modern dogs are more closely related to ancient wolf fossils that have been found in Europe than they are to modern gray wolves [16,17]. Therefore, it is likely that all genetic commonalities between dogs and modern gray wolves are due to subsequent admixture [17], while several Arctic dog breeds seem to have commonalities with the Taymyr wolf of northern Asia due to admixture [15]. However, because the fossil remains of this direct ancestor of both dogs and wolves have yet to be found, its existence has not still confirmed.

As for the time, even the area of origin is disputed. In the last years, several independent domestication events have been located thanks to genetic analysis. At present, these areas are located in Africa [18], Arctic north-east Siberia [19], central Asia [20], eastern Asia [21,22], Middle East [23], Europe [16]. Likely, domestication of dog, and thus its origin, effectively happened in different times and areas. A 36,000-year-old skull found in Belgian caves of Goyet was found to be clearly different from recent wolves and was identified as a Paleolithic dog (Canis cf. familiaris [24]) after an osteometric analysis [25]. Later, after genetic studies, it was placed, along with other two specimens in an ancient sister-group to all modern dogs and wolves. It is debated if this clade may represent a new distinct population of gray wolf or a domestication episode without descendants [16]. Similarly, a 33,000-year-old skull of a dog-like canid was found in Razboinichya Cave (Altai Mountains, southern Siberia, central Asia) and it has not direct descendants today. Its osteometric analysis showed how the cranium was very close in size and shape to prehistoric Greenland dogs (1,000 years before present) while the lower carnassial tooth was significantly smaller than prehistoric wolves one and slightly smaller than modern European wolves, and the upper carnassial tooth was of a similar size of modern wolves one. This suggested that the skull belonged to a dog in the very early stages of domestication and, because there are not known descendants, probably represents a wolf domestication attempt disrupted by the changes associated with the last glacial maximum [26]. DNA analysis revealed that the specimen is more closely related to modern dogs and prehistoric North American canids than it is to contemporary wolves, supporting the idea of the canid being a precocious dog. Besides, this analysis showed as some dog breeds as Tibetan Mastiff, Newfoundland, Chinese Crested, Cocker Spaniel and Siberian Husky are related to the specimen [27]. A further study analyzing mtDNA suggested a position at the root of a clade including both wolves (two ancient and two modern genomes) and dogs (two genomes of Scandinavian origin) [16].
As previously stated, grey wolf is not the ancestor of modern dog: to identify genetic changes occurred during dog domestication genome sequences of three gray wolves from Croatia (Europe), Israel (Middle East), and China (East/South-East Asia) to represent the regions of Eurasia where domestication likely had taken place, of an Australian dingo and of a Basenji to represent lineages geographically distinct and whose home-range is isolated from wolf were compared. The data provided significant evidence of admixture between the Israeli wolf and both the Basenji and the boxer, and between the Chinese wolf and the Australian dingo. This suggested different admixture episodes; the Australian dingo with the Chinese wolf likely proves an admixture in eastern Asia, while both the Israeli wolf admixtures likely give evidences for the western Eurasia one. Considering that both dingo and basenji have been isolated from wolves in the recent past the gene flow might have been ancestral and has likely affected most dog lineages. This test indicated that dogs and modern wolves form sister clades sharing a common ancestor. Besides, same genome sequences compared with one of a golden jackal (Canis aureus) indicated that wolf, dog, and golden jackal shared a common ancestor from whom they divided about 400,000 years before present [17]. Another study evidenced how there was admixture between Taymyr wolf and high latitudes dog breeds. Due to admixture, some modern dog breeds have a closer association with either the gray or Taymyr wolf. While the Saarloos Wolfdog showed more association with the gray wolf due to be an established breed of dog originating hybridizing a gray wolf with a German Shepherd during 1930s, the Siberian Husky, the Greenland Dog, the Shar Pei, and the Finnish Spitz show a greater association with the Taymyr wolf. This indicated admixture between the Taymyr population and the ancestral dog population of these four breeds. Possible explanations of this phenomenon can be the very early presence of dogs in northern Eurasia or the genetic heritage of Taymyr wolves preserved in wolf populations until the arrival of dogs at high latitudes. Besides, it also provides other evidences indicating that modern dogs descends from more than one region [15].

1.1.2. Who are the dogs today?

After millennia of selective breeding modern dog breeds show more variation in size, appearance, and behavior than any other land mammal [28]. Despite being genetically similar [21], dogs can differ greatly in many phenotypic characteristics: height can vary between about 15 centimeters in the Chihuahua to about 76 cm in the Irish Wolfhound; color varies both from white through grays to black, and from light to dark; coats can be short or long, coarse-haired to wool-like, straight, curly, or smooth.

Most modern breeds are recent considering the whole evolutionary history of groups of dog. Besides, even if it would be possible to genetically distinguish among various purebred dogs, the
classification used by kennel clubs is zoological unsystematic. Despite the fact that the Fédération Cynologique Internationale recognizes over 400 pure dog breeds divided in 10 groups based on different parameters as appearance or use, dog genome analysis has revealed that only four major types of dogs can be considered distinct: "old world dogs" (e.g., Malamute and Shar Pei), "Mastiff" (e.g., English Mastiff), "herding" (e.g., Border Collie), and "modern/hunting" (a big group that includes all dog non included in the previous three) [29].

Dogs are animals characterized with highly developed cognitive skills, they are able to retrieve information and keep it as knowledge for applying to solve problems and they have been shown to learn by deduction. A study with Rico, a Border Collie, highlighted that he knew the labels of over 200 different items and that he inferred the names of novel items by exclusion learning and correctly retrieved them immediately and also 4 weeks after the initial training [30]. Dogs are also able to read human body language such as gesturing and pointing [31–33].

As a direct product of intensive selection, dogs have developed the ability to communicate with humans. They are uniquely attuned to our behavior [34] and they own a various set of social-cognitive skills that can be compared to those owned by toddlers [35]. For example, a study indicated that after being trained to solve a simple manipulation task, if dogs are faced with an insoluble version of the same task then they will look at humans seeking for help, while socialized wolves do not express this behavior [36].

Recently, researches are focusing about emotional bond between humans and dogs and results supports the idea that it resembles the one between human infants and their parents. In fact, domestic dogs are entirely dependent on human care in every aspect of everyday life and can develop an attachment bond towards their owners [37–39]. Attachment is defined as a particular form of affectional bond that endures over time and involves a specific individual, which is not interchangeable with anyone else that is called ‘attachment figure’; this process is emotionally significant and promotes a series of behaviors aimed to maintain proximity and contact with the attachment figure. Moreover, this figure elicits confident behaviors such as exploring the environment and playing with objects and with unfamiliar persons, the so-called ‘secure-base effect’ [40].

Attachment was initially studied in human infants, Ainsworth [41] developed a standardized experimental procedure called the ‘Strange Situation’, that elicits attachment and exploratory behavior under conditions of increasing stress. Toddlers were left in an unfamiliar room, introduced to an unfamiliar adult (the stranger) and subjected to three short episodes of separation from the attachment figure (usually the mother). Successively, several experiments were carried out [37–39] to
test dog-owner dyads in an adapted version of the Strange Situation. Dogs were exposed to an unfamiliar setting (the testing room), a stranger entering the room, and brief separations from the owner, who left the room, followed by reunion with them. These experiments aimed at assessing if dogs exhibited the behavioral components of the attachment system: proximity seeking-maintenance, separation distress and secure-base effect. Collected data showed that the dogs had explorative behaviors and played more in presence of their owners compared to the strangers, greeted their owners more enthusiastically than the strangers during reunion episodes and stood by the door more when separated from their owner than from the stranger.

The crucial role that the relationships with the owner plays for dogs is emphasized in many other studies. Dog's manipulative behavior (e.g., chewing objects) is emphasized when the owner is present, regardless of owner’s behavior [42]. Object manipulation is correlated with cognitive abilities and this confirms the remarkable similarity between the secure base effect in dogs and in humans within the cognitive realm. By using the Strange Situation Test on a set of dyads of cohabitants dog, it has been shown as a dog is to another dog a good companion but a human companion remains the figure to which a dog shows its greatest attachment [43]. This study shows indeed that the presence of a cohabitant dog mitigates the distress of being alone at the same extent as an unfamiliar person, but dogs did not show to each other the preference they had in the Strange Situation toward the owner.

The long evolutionary history shared by dogs and humans is responsible for dogs’ unique social and cognitive skills. Dogs are able to interpret our referential gestures as pointing with a finger, a hand, an arm or the look to an interesting spot, object or person [31,44]. Most research on dogs’ comprehension of referential gestures have a very simple experimental procedure: the dog has to choose between two recipients, only one hiding a food treat. An experimenter sits in proximity of the recipients and indicates one of them by looking, pointing or being oriented towards it. Usually, dogs do not choose randomly which recipient to approach but instead they reach more frequently that indicated by the experimenter, regardless the presence of food. A different study exposed dogs to an experimenter, sit between two recipients, pointing at one of those with its finger alone (by keeping at the same time the arm along the body), hand, arm, elbow or a stick. It resulted that dogs do not respond to any cue, but rather they need to see the arm protruding from the body or to have a signaler oriented to the target with its body. Instead, direction of the movements of the pointing arm did not influence dogs’ reaction [44].

It is not clear how the ability to read human cues developed in dogs. However, dogs share this capability with goats [45], wolves [46], foxes [47], different species of primates [48–50], ravens [51],
dolphins [52], and horses [53,54]. It was probably the domestication process that led to the selection of this characteristic in dogs [45,47,55–60]. Supporting this theory, captive foxes selected for their tameness for generations could correctly interpret human referential gestures while non-selected foxes cannot [47]; on the other hand, young wolves raised by hand cannot interpret human referential gestures as dogs do [59]. Against the theory claiming a natural predisposition of dogs, there are studies that have compared the same skills in wolves socialized with humans, owned dogs and rescued dogs hosted in shelters [46,61] with wolves performing better than rescued dogs and as good as owned dogs in following experimenter’s clues. Therefore, more than domestication, environment, experiences during ontogeny and socialization with humans could be key factors to the development of the peculiar social cognitive skills of dogs [62].

Nevertheless, dogs are not perfect in understanding our non-verbal communication and there is a limit to their ability to read human cues. In an experiment dogs were tested with a more complicated version of the “object choice task” [63] in which they had to understand indirect pointing towards a recipient (namely, pointing made not directly with the body but instead mediated by an object). An experimenter lifted and shook the target container using a centrally pulled rope in ways that were intended to be intentional or accidental. Results showed that dogs did not understand the experimenter’s action during the intentional situation and the ostensive pulling of the rope worsened dogs’ performance. This could be because dogs’ communicative system is more dependent upon bodily markers, thus dogs need bodily cues.

After evaluating communicative skills of dogs, scientists focused about interpretation of emotions and being able to recognize others’ emotions reading facial expressions would have huge advantages in social relationships, allowing adapting one’s own behavior to others’ emotional state [64]. At present, dogs seems to be able to discriminate different human faces with different expressions [65–69] and using them as a discriminative cue [69]. In this experiment, two groups of dogs were taught to discriminate between happy and angry faces in picture, although for one group only the upper half of the faces were shown and for the other group only the lower half. Successively, dogs faced four different situations: the same half of the faces as in the training but of novel faces, the other half of the faces used in training, the other half of novel faces, and the left half of the faces used in training. Dogs performed significantly above chance in all the tests, suggesting that they were able to transfer their skill from the training session to novel stimuli and dogs for which the happy faces were rewarded during the training learned the discrimination more quickly than dogs for which the angry faces were rewarded during the training and this support the idea that dogs recognize an angry face as an aversive stimulus.
Dogs can use owner’s emotion towards an external object to obtain information towards that object. Five dog groups were tested: in the first group, dogs observed the owner having happy or fear reactions towards two identical objects hidden behind a barrier; in the second group, dogs observed the same reaction in the owner but without the object in the room; in the third and in the fourth group dogs observed respectively the owner expressing positive and negative emotions compared to neutral expressions; finally, in the fifth group dogs observed a stranger behaving like the owner of the first group. Results showed that dogs were able to distinguish between the owner’s happy and a scared expression and that an object that elicited a positive emotion in the owner is more attractive than one associated with neutral or negative emotions [70]. This study follows another one [71] aimed to investigate social referencing, the use of emotional information provided by a sender about a novel object or stimulus to decide how interacting towards it, in dogs. Adult animals were exposed to four different situations involving an electric fan, with plastic green ribbons attached to it (a potentially scary object). During the experiment, their owner or a stranger acting as the sender delivered either a positive or negative emotional information. Most dogs looked referentially at the sender, regardless of them being the owner or a stranger; however, when the owner delivered a positive message about the fan, dogs changed their behavior, trying more frequently to approach the fan and, similarly, dogs that received a negative message took longer to approach the fan. On the other hand, there have been fewer differences in dogs’ behavior when the informant was the stranger.

Empathy is defined as “the naturally occurring subjective experience of similarity between the feelings expressed by self and others without losing sight of whose feelings belong to whom” [72], therefore it is not just recognizing another’s emotion. In dogs were found first evidences of interspecific contagious yawning outside primates [73], a reflex elicited by observing another person yawning. Different studies correlated it to the ability of experiencing empathy or emotional contagious [74–76]. Twenty-nine dogs were tested while observing a human yawning or making control mouth movements. In response, twenty-one dogs yawned when they observed a human yawning, but control movements did not elicit yawning. Later, another study [77] exposed dogs to a conversation between the owner and a stranger in which suddenly one of them began to cry or humming without giving any previous clue. Dogs gazed more often to the crying person, being it the owner or the stranger, and they behaved in a way that resembled an emphatic reaction, trying to offer comfort and approaching the person in a submissive, playful, calm or alert way. However, it was not possible to catalogue dogs’ reactions as being elicited by empathy or by emotional contagion, a much simpler phenomenon in which a person feels emotions that are similar to those of others and they are influenced by them.
In this context, my research aims to find if it is possible to assess physiological parameters in the study of dog’s emotions and to contribute to provide new evidences about what dogs feel and what they can perceive of our emotions.

1.2. Emotions

“Everyone knows what an emotion is, until they have to define it” [78]. This quote perfectly explains the existing difficulties in assessing human and, above all, animal emotions. In 1872, Darwin published “The expression of the emotion in man and animals” [79] studying and comparing emotions, behavior, postures and expressions of different animal species. This was the first publication focused on animal emotion. Across years and cultures, many different definitions of “emotion” have been considered [80]. From a biological and ethological point of view, emotions are brief in duration and consist of a coordinated set of responses, which may include verbal, physiological, behavioral, and neural mechanisms [81]. An useful approach to investigate emotions is to embed them accordingly to Tinbergen’s four questions [82] (Table 1.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.1. Tinbergen’s four questions about emotions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proximate explanation:</strong> i.e., physiological stimuli and mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontogeny:</strong> i.e., role of experiences and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function:</strong> i.e., influence on survival and reproduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phylogeny:</strong> i.e., evolutionary history of behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emotions have been divided in two big categories, basic and complex emotions. First ones are universal mimic expressions characterized by a precise physiological activation pattern, while the latter are mostly dependent on culture, social norms, and learning. Different authors proposed a different number of basic emotions, even if at present those proposed by Ekman [83] are the most widely used and they are joy, surprise, sadness, fear, anger, and disgust. These emotions have universal specific traits and commonalities for their expression such as: facial expression, phylogenetic continuity of
expressed behaviors, physiological activation pattern, rapid onset, brief duration, and unconscious stimuli evaluation mechanism [83].

In addition to basal/complex distinction, emotions can also be divided in negative (surprise, sadness, fear, anger, and disgust) and positive. Negative emotions induce specific actions to avoid dangerous situations [84,85], sympathetic nervous system activation and urgency to act [86] while positive emotions are trends of thinking [87] stimulating creativity, curiosity, forming of social bonds, and inducing parasympathetic nervous system activation [87,88]

Moreover, they are characterized by a complex and multi-componential nature [89]. Their principal components are the following five:

1. **Subjective component** – subjective experience and non-verbal emotional experience monitoring;
2. **Neuro-physiological component** – central nervous system (CNS), autonomic nervous system (ANS), endocrine system activation; modification in physiological parameters (e.g., electrodermal, cardiovascular, and muscular activity);
3. **Cognitive component** – conscious or unconscious evaluation of the emotion and/or of the stimulus;
4. **Motivational component** – needs and purposes correlated to the expression of the emotion, concerning preparedness to action;
5. **Expressive-motor component** – observable behavior, verbal and non-verbal (e.g., posture and facial expressions) communication.

These emotional systems, that have a common origin, are widespread across all mammals and, likely, birds [90,91].

Finally, emotions can be defined as composed by two fundamental elements: arousal, the excitement level induced by the stimulus, and valence, evaluating the emotion as positive or negative according to the rewarding or discouraging nature of the stimulus [92].

1.2.1. Role of emotions

Levenson [93] wrote that basic emotions are the time-tested solutions to timeless problems. This means that emotions are responses triggered by difficulties and problems faced during development and lifetime. Therefore, emotions, both in humans and in animals, have a high adaptive value (e.g., relationship with others, avoiding harmful situations, defense of the resources). “If the mind is viewed as an integrated architecture of different special purpose mechanisms, designed to
solve various adaptive problems, a functional description of emotion immediately suggest itself” [84]. Emotions play a significant role in social relationships: abilities to express and understand emotional states and their meaning are essential to have a cohesive group, to adapt own behavior to others [68,79], and to have an efficient way to interact with the environment [94].

Each of these mechanisms can operate in different ways, alone or with other mechanisms. Natural selection had shaped them to work together harmoniously when facing recurrent adaptive situations, generation after generation. Events as fighting, fleeing, finding a suitable mating partner, foraging, and so on, have a very long evolutionary history and they require a certain subset of behaviors and motivations. The characteristic emotion that accompanies each need is the signal which activates the appropriate response to solve that problem [84].

The ability to correctly interpret others’ emotions is called empathy [72] and it is a keystone of “social competence”: understand what others know and being able to predict their behavior is the fundamental and one of the main factor of social intelligence [95]. Therefore, emotionality is extremely important for social societies. More complex the social system is, more important will be the cognitive mechanisms that control not only the pulses coming from the behavioral emotional systems, but also, to a certain extent, the emotional systems themselves [96].

1.2.2. Neuro-physiological component of emotions

As previously stated, my research aims to find if it is possible to assess physiological parameters in the study of dog’s emotions. The neuro-physiological component of emotions includes reactions mediated by central nervous system (CNS), autonomic nervous system (ANS), and endocrine system. These reactions induce modification in physiological parameters and physical responses, such as electrodermal activity, cardiovascular activity, muscular activity, or modifications in blood concentration of hormones that can be measured.

The sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous systems are the two main components of the autonomic nervous system. Their functions are to regulate the body's unconscious actions. Emotions can heavily modify both sympathetic and parasympathetic (vagal) activity and towards the sinus node, that is subject to both of them, these modifications have effect on the body. Stress and physical exercise are correlated with an augmentation of sympathetic tone, that lead to an accelerated metabolism and stimulate a fight-or-flight response. On the other hand, vagal tone is predominant during both physically and mentally resting conditions, stimulating the rest-and-digest response. Sympathetic and parasympathetic tone are opposite and, in normal conditions, both fluctuate throughout the day. Therefore, the concept of sympathovagal balance has arisen to characterize the
autonomic balanced state resulting from them, describing the effects of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems on the sinus node [97]. The defensive response against both physical and social stressors due to sympathetic nervous system predominance induces even an increase in heart rate and body temperature known as stress induced hyperthermia (SIH) [98]. It occurs both prior to and during exposure to stress-inducing stimuli, like noise, heat, handling, novelty or pain [99–102], raising core temperature of few Celsius degrees, which might be beneficial to the fight-or-flight reaction warming up muscles and central nervous system [103].

Endocrine system is composed by different glands that secrete hormones directly into the circulatory system. These glands can be activated directly by ANS or by other hormones secreted by a different gland. Glands that activate each other in sequence using hormones are usually referred to as an axis (e.g., hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, or HPA axis). Different hormones trigger different effects and they are secreted in response to different conditions. For example, oxytocin is a neuropeptide normally produced by hypothalamus and stored in the poster pituitary gland involved in social recognition, maternal behaviors and intraspecific and interspecific pair bonding [104]. It has been reported that urinary oxytocin concentration increases in humans proportionally to the length of their dogs’ gaze at them [105], and in both humans and dogs after positive interactions [10]. Its effects are significant even if it is not secreted by hypothalamus but intranasal administrated [106] improving the capability of dogs of following human pointing cues. Another example is given by hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, a set of direct influences and feedback interactions among these three endocrine glands. It is responsible for the control of reactions to stress and emotions and regulates many other body processes (e.g., digestion and immune system). HPA axis activation start with hypothalamus, that secretes corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH); it will induce secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) from anterior pituitary gland; finally, ACTH will activate adrenal cortex to secrete glucocorticoid hormones (mainly, cortisol). Cortisol is a steroid hormone produced in response, other than to stressful situations, even to low blood glucose concentration, that increases gluconeogenesis and enhances of fat, protein, and carbohydrates providing more available energy; it also has a negative feedback effect on the HPA axis itself. Besides, an increase in oxytocin suppresses HPA axis, counteracting stress and its effects [107].

1.3. Parameters and techniques

1.3.1. Infrared thermography

Infrared thermography (IRT) is an innovative non-invasive method to appraise temperature variations. It has been extensively used in zootechny to investigate inflammatory conditions and
infections [108–111] and, more recently, to assess stressful situations [112–114]. Infrared thermography can detect superficial temperature of a body, creating an accurate graphic representation measuring the electromagnetic energy emitted by every object that has a superficial temperature (theoretically, when its temperature is higher than 0 K). A wavy flux of protons travels at the speed of light from the object to the camera and even small variations of superficial temperature can modify this flux; these alterations can easily be detected by an IRT camera [115,116].

A change in superficial temperature caused by a stressful situation is called stress induced hyperthermia [98], the heat is dissipated through body surface and it is possible to detect a decrement of temperature. In humans, IRT is a common technique used in psychophysiological studies concerning both positive and negative emotions [117–120]. Recently, in animals, Johnson and colleagues [121] have compared rectal and eye temperature in ponies, suggesting that eye temperature could be used to assess core temperature and its variations. Therefore, since there is a close relationship between stress and metabolic system, IRT has been used to assess acute and chronic stress in laboratory [122], farm [123], and sport [124] animals. The available literature concerning the use of IRT in the study of animal emotions points out that surface body temperature can increase/decrease depending on the investigated species, the anatomical areas and the type of stimulus used. Moe and colleagues [125] have used IRT to assess temperature variations in hens’ comb when positively stimulated. Food anticipation and consumption elicited a diminution of superficial temperature; however, same response was elicited by a negative stimulation [126,127]. Different studies suggested that when mammals face a stressful or dangerous situation, their core temperature increases and this leads to speculate a correlation between internal temperature and affective states. Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) nasal temperature significantly decreases when they are in a negative situation [128], while in cows nasal temperature decreases during positive situation [129]. Among different species, even in dogs a good correlation between eye and core temperature has been found [113].

In dogs, the lacrimal caruncle, a small area around the posterior border of the eyelid, has rich capillary beds and it is innervated by the sympathetic system allowing it to quickly respond to changes in blood flow [130,131]. The lacrimal caruncle is very sensitive to emotional changes and variations of its temperature can be imputed both to sympathetic response of autonomic nervous system and to HPA axis activation [124,131]

1.3.2. Heart rate variability

Heart rate variability (HRV) is the physiological phenomenon of variation in the time interval between heartbeats. It is measured by the variation in the beat-to-beat interval [132]. Its analysis
allows to estimate the activity of cardiac control neural mechanisms. In particular, it has been observed that a high heart rate variability is associated with a good ability of an organism to adapt itself to changes of internal and external conditions and this might indicate a good functioning of neural mechanisms. On the other hand, a low heart rate variability is an indicator of an insufficient adaptability [133].

As stated in paragraph 1.2.2, autonomic nervous system (ANS) is divided in two main branches: sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic nervous system (PSNS). These branches are characterized by a different time kinetics: PSNS can act in milliseconds while SNS requires even seconds to react; consequently, they have a very different potentiality to modulate cardiac activity. The great variability in the beat-to-beat interval is due mainly vagal (parasympathetic) influence [134].

It is possible to evaluate the activity of the ANS using HRV parameters; since the sixties, researches and clinical test to investigate these parameters are common. In addition to clinical application, HRV can be used to explore many physiological processes. For example, body posture changes ANS activity: the erect position is characterized by a sympathetic dominance, while the supine position has a greater vagal dominance [135]. Besides, there are differences among different moments of the day: in particular, early in the morning there is an increment of the sympathetic activity, while the parasympathetic activity is predominant during the night [136]. Negative emotional states can be the substrate for the possible occurrence of a disease [137–140]: it has been hypothesized that this is due to a decrement of the parasympathetic dominance. In fact, a reduction in HRV parameters have been found in depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorder [141–143].

In the last decade, being a non-invasive method, it has spread in animal studies. It has been used to assess autonomic activity in many different ambits: evaluating farm [144] and laboratory [145] animal welfare; studying autonomic regulation of cardiac activity [146]; evaluating housing conditions [147]; understanding individual characteristics as temperament or coping strategies [148].

Two main categories of analysis methods were individuated: time domain measures and frequency domain measures. Time domain measures are obtained applying statistical transformations that can evaluate the variability in a given electrocardiography registration interval. Most common parameters are:

1. **Mean R-R interval** (RR);
2. **Standard deviation of distribution of R-R intervals** (SDNN);
3. **Standard deviation of distribution of mean R-R interval in a 5-minutes period** (SDANN);
4. **Square root of standard deviation of difference of adjacent R-R intervals** (RMSSD);

5. **Percentage of differences among adjacent R-R intervals above 50 ms** (pNN50).

These indexes provide information about the overall variation caused by both branches of the ANS. Only RMSSD and pNN50 can evaluate the parasympathetic activity and, thus, they can be considered vagal indexes. It is easy to calculate time domain parameters and this makes them widespread, not only to measure vagal activation. A reduction of these indexes might reflect a decrease in the vagal influence and, likely, an increase in the sympathetic activity [149–151].

Frequency domain measures are based on the assumption that every variation happens following a certain pattern characterized by a specific frequency [152]. Different mathematical models are used to analyze frequency domain measures:

1. **Fast Fourier transform** (FFT): it has high computational efficiency, easy applicability, a good graphics resolution, it avoids loss of information but it is limited in resolution of frequency; the maximum frequency limit is imposed by the Nyquist criterion, for which the value of maximum frequency should be half of the sampling frequency [153,154];

2. **Autoregressive model** (AR): time series are regarded as different equations, so that the signal at each time step is expressed as a linear function of its value to a certain number of preceding time steps (J), which represents the order of the parametric model; it is needed to choose a priori J to obtain the best match with the considered data; graphically, obtained spectral components are flatter than FFT ones that are distinct by pre-selected frequency bands; the limit to the application of this model is the adequacy of the choice of the order parametric J [154,155].

In a typical spectrum power density is distributed in three frequency bands determining three fundamental main peaks: very low frequencies (VLF), low frequencies (LF), and high frequencies (HF). In mammals, spectral components have different frequency values in relation to the specific heart rate of the species [153]. Besides, the distribution of power and the value of center frequency in each band can vary according to the changes in the modulation exerted by the ANS on heart rate and blood pressure [156]. Parasympathetic activity is considered to be responsible for HF variability, LF variability is due both to the sympathetic and the parasympathetic activity, and the LF/HF ratio appears to be a good estimator of the sympathovagal balance [157].

However, HRV parameters are often of difficult comprehension, mainly because HRV measurements usually do not have a good correlation with behavioral data [158] and HR, and consequently HRV, are influenced by many different factors like physical activity, posture,
environmental stimuli [159]. Concluding, HRV is simple to use and it allows to have a good quantification of sympathovagal balance but it is difficult to interpret, especially on animals.

1.3.3. Telemetry

Telemetry consists in a surgical operation to implant a transmitter under skin. It is placed in ventral position above the groin. From the transmitter two electrodes depart subcutaneously to reach the cardiac area. Data collected by the transmitter are then sent to a receiver positioned in the nearby. Collected data can be very different, but usually they are heart rate, core temperature, a muscular activity index [160].

Telemetry is an invasive technique, because it requires an initial surgical operation. Nevertheless, it presents some advantages when compared to non-invasive methods: experiments can be performed for prolonged periods, measurements are direct, continuous, and measures are stable for 18 weeks after implant [161,162].

1.4. Aims

The aim of my work was to explore the use of physiological parameters to assess emotions in dogs and correlate them with traditional behavioral analysis testing animals in different situations covering both negative/stressful and positive events.
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2.1. Abstract

Infrared thermography (IRT) represents a non-invasive method to investigate stress responses in animals. Despite the large existing literature about stress responses in dogs, the potential use of IRT in assessing dogs’ stress reactions has not been investigated so far. This study evaluates the usefulness of IRT to assess dogs’ emotional responses to an unpleasant and stressful event. Following a preliminary test, aimed to evaluate the correlation between eye-temperature and rectal temperature in dogs in a stressful situation, a sample of 14 adult healthy dogs was observed during a standardized veterinary examination, carried out by an unfamiliar veterinarian in the presence of their owner. Dogs’ behavior and eye temperature were recorded before the start of the veterinary visit, during and after the clinical examination. Dogs’ level of activity and stress related behaviors varied across the different phases of the visit; interestingly, dogs showed an increase in eye temperature during the examination phase, compared to both pre-examination and post examination phases, despite they had a significant decrease in their level of activity. However, it also emerged that the thermographic camera, although remote and non-invasive, was at some extent disturbing for dogs, as they showed avoidance behaviors, averting gaze and/or turning their head, exclusively when the thermographic camera was oriented to them. Overall results suggest that IRT may represent a useful tool to investigate emotional psychogenic stress in dogs. Nevertheless, further research is needed to establish the specificity and sensitivity of IRT in this context and to assess how different dogs’ characteristics, breed, previous experience and the nature and severity of the stressor could influence the magnitude and type of the stress response.
2.2. Introduction

Infrared thermography (IRT) is a passive, remote and non-invasive method that measures surface temperature, detecting infrared radiation emitted by a subject and providing a pictorial representation of body temperature in animals [115,116]. Several studies have shown that IRT provides information on an animal’s health detecting inflammatory conditions and infections [108–110]. IRT also represents a useful method to assess acute and chronic stress in laboratory [122], farm [163,164] and sporting animals [123,165] since there is a close relationship between stress and the metabolic system. When an animal becomes stressed the HPA axis is activated and, as a result of increases in catecholamines and cortisol levels as well as blood flow responses, it will produce changes in the animal’s heat production and loss [98,166].

The exposure to both physiological and psychological stressors of different intensity activates a defensive response, including an increase in heart rate and body temperature; this relative short-lasting rise in core body temperature induced by stress has been reported across numerous species, such as mice, rats, rabbits, ground squirrels, pigs, silver foxes, baboons and humans and is known as Stress Induced Hyperthermia (SIH) [98]. Many psychological stressors, such as handling, exposure to a novel environment [100] and conditioned fear [101,102], induce an elevation of body temperature in just a few Celsius degrees, which might be beneficial to the “fight or flight” reaction to potential threatening stimuli, through warming up muscles and the central nervous system [103].

Even if it is not yet clear whether SIH is a form of fever (comparable to that produced by exogenous pyrogens like bacteria, through the activation of immune system), these two processes have overlapping properties and both result in a higher body temperature, induced by the activation of some common pathways that likely include neurons in the dorsomedial hypothalamus [103,167].

Recently Johnson and colleagues [121], evaluated whether IRT could be used to detect fever in ponies after vaccination, and they found a good correlation between thermographic eye temperature and rectal temperature, suggesting that eye temperature can be a valid index to measure core body temperature and its variation. Despite the aim of this study was to detect fever, a number of other studies based on IRT has shown that the temperature of the eye is also a good indicator of heat changes in body temperature due to physiological and psychological stress [130,168].

In particular, the temperature of small areas around the posterior border of the eyelid and of the lacrimal caruncle, which have rich capillary beds innervated by the sympathetic system, responds to changes in blood flow [130,131]. The lachrymal caruncle is an anatomical area very sensitive to both pain and stressful events affecting an individual, and changes in its temperature have been attributed
both to the sympathetic response of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) reaction and to HPA activation [124,131]. The sympathetic branch of the ANS responds rapidly, preparing the individual for the “fight or flight” reaction [169,170], whereas the parasympathetic system is predominant during passive reactions such as freezing [171,172]; the HPA axis activation is more delayed and is particularly sensitive to psychogenic stressors not producing physical damage [173–175]. Stewart and colleagues [163,164] found that in cattle, during the first few seconds of a stressor presentation (acute phase), eye temperature dropped rapidly, likely because of a sympathetic response (peripheral vasoconstriction); however, if the stressor persists for a longer time, the HPA axis induces a cortisol release, that can be maintained from minutes to hours (chronic phase), causing several thermogenic reactions in tissue metabolism [124]. Therefore, HPA axis response to stressors, along with peripheral vasodilatation due to the parasympathetic activation that follows the initial sympathetic response, can produce an increase in eye temperature [124].

Dogs are widespread companion animals that highly depend on humans for both health and care, and several studies have investigated stress responses in dogs in different situations, using both behavioral and physiological indices, mainly cortisol sampling and heart rate [102,176–181].

Behavioral parameters are considered an interesting tool to establish stress in dogs easily and non-invasively and a variety of behavioral responses have been reported to occur during acute stress [176]. These behaviors have been used to assess dogs’ welfare in a wide range of situations such as shelter housing [182], separation from the owner [183], agility competition [184] and exposure to novel and startling stimuli [185]. However, these results suggest that behavioral and physiological indicators of stress are not always related, due to a considerable variability in stress-related behaviors: factors such as individual variability (e.g. gender, breed, previous experience) or the type of stimulus involved in the stress situation play a main role in modulating behavioral response [177,181,186]. Therefore, it has been suggested that observation of spontaneous behavior could be useful to facilitate the interpretation of physiological data but not as a welfare indicator per se [187]. In particular, Ogata and colleagues [102] tested a heterogeneous sample of dogs using a Pavlovian fear-conditioning protocol and found that, while behavioral responses had a high individual variability, all subjects had a similar increase in core body temperature (measured with a rectal thermometer), suggesting that this autonomic parameter could be a more reliable and consistent measure of fear in dogs than behavior. As far as we know, IRT has been considered as a diagnostic technique in dogs only recently [188] but so far it has never been used to investigate variation in dogs’ eye temperature due to stress reactions. Only one study has used dogs’ surface temperature (detecting nose temperature by infra-
red thermometer) as a potential index of stress, finding that it seems to be a good indicator of psychological arousal in dogs [181].

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the potentialities of infrared thermography in the investigation of dogs’ psychological stress due to veterinary examination. Veterinary examination has been reported to be stressful for most dogs [189], with dogs exhibiting fear reactions especially during the clinical examination, but also showing anticipatory fear reactions prior to entering the veterinary clinic for being examined [190]. A pre-test was carried out on a sample of dogs to evaluate whether the correlation between eye and core body temperature in dogs exists as already shown in other animals [121,168]. Secondly, a different sample of dogs was tested during a standardized veterinary examination, carried out by an unfamiliar veterinarian in the presence of their owner, and their behavior and eye temperature variations were recorded before, during and after the clinical examination. The aim of the examination was to induce a negative psychological state in dogs, and thus it consisted of routine and not painful assessments of dogs’ health.

2.3. Materials and methods

2.3.1. Pre-test

2.3.1.1. Subjects

The subjects were 20 healthy dogs (8 females, 12 males) of different breeds and body size, whose ages ranged from 7 months to 15 years (mean = 9.00 years, SD = 4.67 years). The sample included 16 pure-breed dogs (1 Pinscher toy size, 1 Pug, 2 Dachshund miniature size, 1 West Highland White Terrier, 2 Jack Russell Terrier, 3 Poodles medium size, 1 Golden Retriever, 1 Czechoslovakian Wolfdog, 1 Italian Pointer, 1 Cane Corso, 1 Spanish Galgo, 1 English Setter) and 4 medium size mixed-breed dogs. All the dogs were kept for companionship and lived within the human household. They were accustomed to being taken to the veterinary; none of them was reported to be aggressive during veterinary examinations. All the owners were informed about the aims of the study and the procedure, and their informed consent was obtained. None of these dogs took part in the subsequent test.

2.3.1.2. Procedure

The study was conducted in a veterinary clinic in Milan, Italy (Danilo Bellucci’s Veterinary Clinic). The dogs were visited in opening hours, before a routine booster vaccination. The pre-test consisted of a unique phase in which dogs’ rectal and eye temperatures were measured.

The owner and the dog went into the examination room, the veterinarian lifted the dog on the examination table and measured rectal temperature. Dogs were not physically restrained, so the
owners assisted the vet holding their dog if necessary, preventing them from jumping down from the table and calming them as needed. The entire examination lasted 2 minutes. The sequence of events was standardized and the examination circumstances (handling, room-features, equipment used) were always the same.

2.3.1.3. Data collection

The thermographic infrared images were captured by a certified technician (E.H.) using a portable IRT camera (AVIO TVS500® camera, NEC, Japan) with standard optic system, and analyzed with IRTAnalyzer Software® (Grayess, FL, USA). To calibrate the camera reflectivity temperature, samples were taken and emissivity was set at 0.97. Several images per dog were collected during the pre-test, to select the images that provided the most optimal operating conditions for analysis (90° angle and 1 m of distance). A total of 62 (per dog: mean ± SE = 3.10 ± 0.18; minimum = 2; maximum = 4) images were analyzed evaluating the emission of eyes lachrymal sites. The maximum temperature for each lachrymal site was determined using an Instantaneous Field of View of 1.68 mm at 1 m of distance, within an oval area traced around the eye, including the eyeball and approximately 1 cm surrounding the outside of the eyelids. Only images perfectly on focus were used (Fig. 2.1). To optimize the accuracy of the thermographic image and to reduce sources of noise, before testing each dog the same image of a Lambert surface was taken to define the radiance emission and to nullify the effect of sunlight or other surface reflections on tested animals, thus controlling for external artefacts [191]. Furthermore, the testing environment was air-conditioned and thus temperature and humidity remained constant during the procedure.

Figure 2.1. Thermographic image and corresponding picture of Tika, Siberian husky mix, in the waiting room (phase 1). A! is the lacrimal caruncle and the hottest spot on the eye. B! is the second hottest spot and it is highlighted for control purposes.

Rectal temperature of all dogs was taken by D.B. with an electronic veterinary rectal thermometer (Solution TD0004, Vega Technology, Taiwan) emitting an acoustic signal when the reached temperature remains stable for more than 15 seconds.
2.3.1.4. **Statistical analysis**

To assess the correlation between mean rectal temperature and mean eye temperature, Pearson correlation was calculated.

2.3.2. **Test**

2.3.2.1. **Subjects**

The subjects were 14 adult and clinically healthy dogs (9 females, 5 males) of different body size, whose ages ranged from 1.5 to 11 years (mean = 5.80 years, SD = 2.54 years). The sample included 9 pure-breed dogs (1 Poodle toy size, 2 Fox Terrier, 2 Jack Russell Terrier, 1 Dachshund miniature size, 1 Golden Retriever, 1 Bergamasco Shepherd and 1 Great Anglo-French Hound) and 5 mixed-breed (2 small-medium, 1 medium, 1 Alaskan Malamute mix and 1 Siberian Husky mix). All the dogs were kept for companionship and lived within the human household. All dogs had previous experience of being taken to the veterinary and, as reported by their owners, they clearly disliked this kind of situation; however, none of them was reported to be aggressive during veterinary examinations. Furthermore, all dogs had never been to this veterinary clinic before and thus they were completely unfamiliar with the vet and the environment. All the owners were informed about the aims of the study and the procedure, and their informed consent was obtained.

2.3.2.2. **Procedure**

The study was conducted in the same location and under the same conditions as the pre-test. The procedure consisted of three consecutive phases in which dogs’ behavior was recorded and eye temperature was measured.

*Phase 1, pre-examination.* After the dog and the owner entered the veterinary clinic waiting room, the owner was asked to sit quietly keeping the dog on leash next to him for 10 minutes, pretending to wait his turn.

*Phase 2, examination.* This phase was a standardized general examination. The owner and the dog went into the examination room, the veterinarian lifted the dog on the examination table and performed the following checks: conjunctiva, ears and oral mucosa, palpation of the dog’s abdomen, examination of lymph nodes and heart auscultation with a stethoscope. Dogs were not physically restrained, but the owner assisted the vet holding the dog if necessary, thus preventing his/her dog from jumping down the table and calming it. The entire examination lasted between 4 to 5 minutes (average duration = 262.22 s ± 17.86 SE). During this phase the sequence of events was standardized and the examination circumstances (handling, room-features, equipment used) were always the same.
Phase 3, post examination: the veterinarian put the dog down to the ground and sat at his desk with the owner, talking about the dog for 5 minutes. Then the dog and the owner left the examination room and the clinic.

2.3.2.3. Data collection

The thermographic infrared images were captured following the same procedures used in the pre-test during the whole time of every phase (Fig. 2.1). A total of 546 (per dog: mean ± SE = 39.00 ± 4.20; minimum = 17; maximum = 66) images were analyzed evaluating the emission of eyes lachrymal sites.

Dogs’ behavior during the three different phases was recorded using a camcorder (Leica Dicomar, Panasonic, Japan) placed on tripod and behavioral data were scored from videos using Solomon Coder beta® 12.09.04 (ELTE TTK, Hungary). The ethogram consisted of two main categories of mutually exclusive behaviors, and in particular we focused on: 1) dogs’ level of activity, namely whether the subject was engaged in observable physical activity, like walking, jumping or being agitated while standing on the table (dynamic), or was sitting, standing or lying down and, therefore, movement was almost absent or very limited, i.e. head or ears movements (static); 2) stress/fear related signals which included: shake off, yawning, nose/lip-licking, paw-lift, mouth opening/closing, panting, posture change, freezing and avoidance (see Table 2.1 for a description) [176,177]. In addition, to evaluate whether the mere fact of directing the thermographic camera towards the dogs’ muzzle could affect their stress displays, during coding each behavioral element was accompanied by a marker indicating the presence of the thermographic camera. The dogs’ behavior was coded from videos by one of the authors (E.S.C) whereas a second independent coder (T.T.) analyzed 20% of the data to assess inter-observer reliability.
Table 2.1. Description and measure of mutually exclusive stress/fear related behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency/Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panting a</td>
<td>Rapid breaths in short gasps</td>
<td>D (% on total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing a</td>
<td>Complete motionless, without noticeable panting</td>
<td>D (% on total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance a</td>
<td>Lateral movement of the head and gaze averting</td>
<td>F (event/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lip licking</td>
<td>Rapid extension and flicking of the tongue on the nose or between the lips</td>
<td>F (event/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paw lift</td>
<td>Raise a paw at a time when it is standing or sitting still</td>
<td>F (event/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posture change</td>
<td>Change posture, from lying on the ground to sitting or standing and vice versa</td>
<td>F (event/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth opening/closing</td>
<td>Rapid movements of opening/closing mouth</td>
<td>F (event/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shake off</td>
<td>Rapid movements of body shaking</td>
<td>F (event/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawning</td>
<td>Involuntary intake of breath through a wide open mouth, not for thermal regulation</td>
<td>F (event/min)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Behaviors singly analyzed, all other behaviors were pooled for purpose of analysis.

2.3.2.4. Statistical analysis

Interobserver reliability was assessed using Spearman correlations on the main behaviors (dynamic; freezing; panting; avoidance; stress/fear signals). Differences in dogs’ degree of activity, stress/fear related behaviors and eye temperature in the three phases were evaluated using non-parametric and two-tailed statistical tests, setting alpha at 0.05. Stress/fear signals reported in Table 2.1 were pooled due to their low occurrence, with the exception of avoidance, which occurred only
when the thermographic camera was oriented to the dogs’ muzzle, and of panting and freezing, which were measured as duration. Friedman’s ANOVA for ranks with the minimum difference post hoc tests [192] were run to detect differences among phases in dogs’ eye temperature and to evaluate differences among phases in behavior and stress/fear related signals. Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to evaluate whether the presence of the thermographic camera affected dogs’ behavior. All the statistical analyses were carried out with SPSS Statistics 21 (IBM, NY, USA).

2.4. Results

2.4.1. Pre-test

The mean rectal temperature of the sample of dogs was 38.57 °C (SD = 0.43 °C), while the mean eye temperature was 36.18 °C (SD = 0.68 °C). Pearson correlation between eye and rectal temperature was $r = 0.661$, $P = 0.002$.

2.4.2. Test

2.4.2.1. Thermographic data

Dogs’ eye temperature increased during the examination phase and decreased to pre-examination values in the post examination phase (Fig. 2.2). The Friedman’s ANOVA showed that the variation in eye temperature was significant ($\chi^2 = 8.714$; df = 2; $P = 0.013$), and the post-hoc test revealed a significant difference between pre-examination and examination phase (minimum $D = 0.726$; observed $D = 0.929$, $P < 0.05$), and between examination and post examination phase (minimum $D = 0.968$, observed $D = 1.000$, $P < 0.01$).

![Figure 2.2. Mean eye temperature (°C) and mean percentage of dynamic behavior expressed during the phases of the experiment. Crossing lines represent standard errors. Post hoc results are reported for both temperature and dynamic. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01.](image-url)
2.4.2.2. Behavioral data

There was a good inter-observer reliability for the behavioral categories analyzed (dynamic: $r = 1$, $P < 0.001$; freezing: $r = 1$, $P < 0.001$; panting: $r = 1$, $P < 0.001$; avoidance: $r = 0.95$, $P = 0.004$; stress/fear signals: $r = 0.986$, $P < 0.001$).

Considering the level of activity, there was a significant difference among the three different phases in the duration of dynamic behavior (Friedman: $\chi^2 = 16.000$; $df = 2$; $P < 0.001$): in particular, dogs’ activity significantly decreased in the examination phase (pre examination vs. examination: minimum $D = 0.968$, observed $D = 1.143$, $P < 0.01$; examination vs. post examination: minimum $D = 0.968$, observed $D = 1.429$, $P < 0.01$; Fig. 2.2). Dogs showed stress/fear signals during the whole test (on average 2.40 stress/fear signal per min), with some signals occurring more than others (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2. Mean and standard error (SE) of stress- or fear-related behaviors in the 3 phases of the experiment (before examination, examination, and after examination) and $P$ value of Friedman $T$ test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Pre examination mean ± SE</th>
<th>Examination mean ± SE</th>
<th>Post examination mean ± SE</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panting a</td>
<td>23.8 ± 7.1</td>
<td>14.1 ± 6.9</td>
<td>26.1 ± 7.7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing a</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>11.3 ± 4.4</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>Not analyzed b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance a</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lips licking</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paw raising</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posture change</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth open/close</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.29</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Shaking</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawning</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Behaviors singly analyzed, all other behaviors were pooled for purpose of analysis. b Freezing behavior was not statistical analyzed since it occurred only in examination phase.

The highest frequency of stress signals, apart from freezing, was observed in Phase 3 (post examination: 2.78 signals/min), whereas the lowest one during Phase 2 (examination phase: 1.68
Overall mouth opening/closing was the most frequent signal of stress (0.78 times/min during the whole test), whereas yawning and shaking off were the two less frequent signals (both 0.10 times/min). Differences in stress/fear signals frequency across phases were not statistically significant (Friedman: $\chi^2 = 4.000$; df = 2; $P = 0.135$), except for avoidance behavior which varied significantly among phases: it dropped during the examination phase, increasing again in the post examination phase (Friedman: $\chi^2 = 7.091$; df = 2; $P = 0.029$). Nine dogs (64.3%) showed panting during the procedure and this behavior occurred for 22.2% of the overall time, being present in Phases 1, 2 and 3 on average for 23.8%, 14.1% and 26.1% of the time respectively. Although panting decreased during the examination phase, differences in this behavior among phases were not significant (Friedman: $\chi^2 = 5.314$; df = 2; $P = 0.07$). Freezing behavior was found exclusively during the examination phase, and seven of the 14 dogs (50% of the subjects) exhibited this behavior: this may explain why during the examination phase there was the lowest frequency of stress/fear signals and the lowest duration of panting and dynamic behavior.

It emerged that throughout the test dogs showed avoidance behavior, i.e. turning the head and/or looking away, exclusively when the technician oriented the thermal camera towards the dogs’ muzzle to capture images (Fig. 2.3). Thus, a further analysis was carried out to assess differences in the frequency of dogs’ other stress/fear signals and the duration of freezing and panting behaviors when the thermographic camera was directed vs. not directed towards the dogs’ muzzle. Results revealed a significant difference in the duration of freezing (Wilcoxon: $Z = -2.197$; $P = 0.028$), and no significant difference in frequency of the remaining stress/fear signals (Wilcoxon: $Z = -1.726$; $P = 0.084$) and in the duration of panting (Wilcoxon: $Z = -1.244$; $P = 0.214$).

![Figure 2.3.](image)

**Figure 2.3.** Mean frequency of avoidance and other stress or fear signals when the thermographic camera was oriented or not to the dog’s muzzle (without camera) in the 3 phases of the experiment.
2.5. Discussion

In the current study, we aimed to evaluate the potentialities of infrared thermography in the investigation of dogs’ psychological stress due to an unpleasant situation, i.e. a veterinary visit. In the literature it is well documented that stress can induce an increase in core body temperature [98,100–102] which in turn influences the temperature of a particular area of the eye, the lacrimal caruncle, whose variations can be detected by IRT [124,131,163]. There is also some evidence that eye temperature is particularly sensitive to psychological stress [130].

So far, various studies have focused on stress responses in dogs in a variety of conditions and combining behavioral and physiological measures [102,176–181]: however, to our knowledge this is the first study in which IRT is used with dogs to investigate stress responses.

Initially, in a pre-test conducted on a sample of dogs, we evaluated whether there was a correlation between eye-temperature and rectal temperature in dogs, as already reported for other animal species [121,193]. Results of this pre-test confirm previous findings, revealing that eye temperature can be a good indicator of core body temperature also in dogs.

Given the evidence of a correlation between eye and rectal temperature, a second sample of dogs was tested during a standardized veterinary examination, aimed at inducing a negative psychological state in dogs and carried out by an unfamiliar veterinarian: in this part of the study dogs’ behavior and eye temperature were recorded before, during and after the clinical examination.

Thermographic data obtained when the dogs were exposed to the psychologically stressful situation, i.e. the veterinary visit [189], highlighted a peak in dogs’ eye temperature during the clinical examination phase. Since at the behavioral level this phase was characterized by a clear drop in dynamic behavior and by the occurrence of freezing behavior in half of the subjects, it is unlikely that the observed increase in eye temperature simply depended on dogs’ activity. Rather, it appears that the temperature increase was associated to a condition of emotional stress due to the visit itself. In this respect, our results confirm those by Döring and colleagues [189], who found that veterinary examination is perceived as stressful by dogs. Our procedure did not involve any physical injury to animals, and thus it likely represented a psychogenic stressor due to exposure to a novel (dogs had never been in this veterinary clinic before) and threatening environment, and to a lack of control over external events [174,180]. Probably, when faced with the veterinarian, dogs realized that no active strategy was possible and showed a passive behavior, displaying a more static posture than in the other conditions or even showing freezing. HPA axis is especially sensitive to this kind of psychogenic stressor and its effects on metabolism, along with peripheral vasodilatation due to parasympathetic activation.
during freezing response [171,172], may explain the increase in eye temperature detected by thermography when dogs were on the examination table [124]. Moreover, all our dogs had previous experiences with veterinary examinations, so the anticipation of an unpleasant experience could have played a role in the stress response, supporting studies that have linked a cognitive component of stress with the increase in eye temperature [124,130,163]. In particular, our findings are in line with those obtained by Ogata and colleagues [102], who found that dogs’ body temperature increased consistently in response to a fear conditioned stimulus, regardless their breed, gender or age. The authors suggested that body temperature response to fear may not be strongly influenced by these variables and could provide an objective index of stress in dogs, particularly when multiple breeds are tested together. A similar result was reported also by Part and colleagues [181], who found no effect of kennel type or experience, sex, neuter status and age on the drop in surface temperature observed following kenneling; thus they suggested that this variable could be an ‘easy to measure’ indicator of psychological arousal in dogs, even though its emotional valence could not be assessed.

However, this is the first study using IRT to assess dogs’ responses to an unpleasant situation and, due to the small and heterogeneous sample tested, further studies should be undertaken to highlight the potential role of individual variables (e.g., age, breed and gender) on eye temperature and other stress responses in dogs since, for instance, these variables were found to be relevant in horses [194]. It would be also interesting to compare dogs with and without previous experience with veterinary examinations to investigate to what extent anticipation of an unpleasant experience could have modulated the dogs’ stress response and eye temperature.

It is worth noting that dogs also exhibited an avoidance reaction only when the thermographic camera was directly oriented towards their muzzle. In particular, this reaction decreased during the examination phase and increased again in the post examination phase, exceeding pre examination phase level. Furthermore, freezing and other stress/fear signals increased when the thermographic camera was directed toward the dogs, and this suggests that, although remote and non-invasive, it was to some extent disturbing for dogs and that possibly it determined a short-term sensitization effect. It is also possible that dogs’ avoidance response depended also, at least in part, on having an unfamiliar human facing them while holding a strange object. There is evidence that for most non-human species a direct and prolonged duration of gaze is considered as a threatening behavior [195], and this has been reported also for wolves and dogs [196,197]. It has also been shown that, in the absence of other accompanying signals, a direct and prolonged gaze puts dogs in an uncomfortable situation [198–201]. Thus, it is possible that dogs perceived a prolonged photo framing by a static and silent human as a threat and thus reacted with avoidance, averting gaze and turning the head.
2.6. Conclusions

This study represents a first step in the validation of infrared thermography as a method for measuring stress in dogs and our results indicate that the IRT is a useful tool to detect temperature variation due to psychological stress in dogs. Further researches are needed to establish whether sensitivity of IRT is context-dependent, i.e. emotional distress, or is applicable in positive context as well. Both in the field of comparative cognition and animal welfare there is an increasing interest in understanding and assessing animals’ positive and negative emotional states, and IRT could be an additional useful instrument to investigate them in dogs. However, the fact that dogs showed avoidance behaviors, looking away or even turning their head, when the thermographic camera was focused on them suggests that it could be a mild stressor per se, and this aspect deserves further investigation. Furthermore, more studies are required to assess whether and in what extent different dogs’ characteristics, i.e. breed, age, previous experience, and the nature and severity of the stressor, could influence the magnitude and type of the stress response and consequently the applicability of the IRT. It would be also interesting to compare IRT with other physiological measures of emotional stress, such as heart rate variability, in order to better understand the physiological mechanisms that cause changes in dogs’ eye temperature.

2.7. Ethic statement

No special permission for use of animals (dogs) in non-invasive observational studies is required in Italy. The relevant ethical committee is the Ethical Committee of the Università degli Studi di Milano. All dog owners were informed about the nature and scope of the study and their written consent was obtained before the study was initiated.
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3.1. Abstract

Understanding how animals express positive emotions is becoming an interesting and promising area of research in the study of animal emotions and affective experiences. In the present study, we used infrared thermography in combination with behavioral measures, HR and HRV, to investigate dogs’ emotional responses to a potentially pleasant event: receiving palatable food from the owner. Nineteen adult pet dogs, 8 females and 11 males, were tested and their eye temperature, heart rate, heart rate variability and behavior were recorded during a 30-minutes test consisting of three 10-minutes consecutive phases: Baseline (Phase 1), positive stimulation through the administration of palatable treats (Feeding, Phase 2) and Post-feeding condition following the positive stimulation (Phase 3). Dogs’ eye temperature and mean HR significantly increased during the positive stimulation phase compared with both Baseline and Post-feeding phases. During the positive stimulation with food (Phase 2), dog engaged in behaviors indicating a state of positive arousal, being focused on food treats and increasing tail wagging. However, there was no evidence of an increase in HRV during Phase 2 compared to the Baseline, with SDNN significantly increasing only in Phase 3, after the positive stimulation occurred. Overall results point out that IRT may be a useful tool in assessing emotional states in dogs in terms of arousal but fails to discriminate emotional valence, whose interpretation cannot disregard behavioral indexes. The role of HRV in understanding emotional valence and the actual emotional meaning of food treats are also discussed.
3.2. Introduction

Considerable research showed that besides humans many animal species express emotions through a variety of observable signals [79,202–207]. Emotions can be defined as psychological states occurring when an individual is exposed to specific environmental and/or social stimuli, represent an adaptive interface between the individual and its environment, and guide the selection of appropriate behavioral decisions [208–210]. Psychological research on humans indicates that emotions have a multi-component character and incorporate subjective feelings, physiological activation, motor expressions, cognitive appraisals, and behavioral tendencies [208,211,212]. This complexity of emotional states makes their investigation in non-human animals a challenge. According to one of the current approaches to the study of human emotions (i.e. the dimensional perspective), emotional states are characterized by at least two main dimensions: arousal (low to high activation) and valence (positive to negative) [92,213,214]. Recently, this two-dimensional model has been applied to the understanding of the role that emotions play in animal welfare [215,216]. Most studies focused on emotions induced by distress and negative experiences [146,217,218] but a growing number of researchers pointed out that animal welfare also entails the presence of positive emotional states [145,219,220]. Therefore, the measurement of positive and negative valence of affective states is important to understand and assess animal emotions, and there is agreement that an objective evaluation needs a combination of behavioral, physiological, and cognitive markers. In fact, some parameters can be ambivalent and difficult to interpret when considered separately. For example, HR can increase in both positive and negative emotional states, since it reflects arousal rather than valence [145,178,221]. Imfeld-Mueller [222] reported that in pigs HR and HRV were not differentially influenced by the valence of the test situation consisting of accessing to popcorn (positive situation) and of crossing a black ramp (negative situation). Even behavioral measures are not always easy to interpret [92]: lip licking in dogs has previously been explained as a signal of stress [176,187] but has also been related to an increased arousal determined by the reunion with the owner after a long period of separation [223] and some researchers have considered it as an appeasement signal [224]. Similarly, self-grooming in dogs can be considered as an index of relaxation and appropriate self-maintenance but can also be associated with an attempt to relieve stress or anxiety [225].

While the literature on positive emotions in farm animals has grown [125,129,205,222,226–232], the same topic has received little attention in companion animals [233–236]. Dogs’ positive affective states have been investigated in female laboratory beagles tested in three different experimental protocols: Burman and colleagues [233] used the ‘cognitive bias test’ using a food treat in a bowl; Rehn and colleagues [236] used a separation/reunion to a familiar person paradigm;
McGowan and colleagues [234] used a problem solving operant task comparing different rewards: food, human or dog contact. Kuhne and colleagues [235] evaluated pet dogs’ emotional state and behavioral responses to physical human–dog contact by a familiar or unfamiliar person. These studies provided interesting initial evidence that certain circumstances elicit positive emotional states in dogs that can be measured through behavioral (e.g. tail wagging, proximity and contact seeking, gazing, stress signals, vocalizations), physiological (HR and HRV) and endocrine (oxytocin and cortisol) indicators.

The aim of this study was to deepen our comprehension of positive emotions testing a sample of pet dogs receiving food treats from their owners. We combined behavioral and physiological measurements, in particular superficial temperature, heart rate and heart rate variability. Superficial temperature was measured using infrared thermography (IRT), a remote and non-invasive technique that detects changes in peripheral blood flow. This technique has been recently used to explore physiological correlates of stress and emotions in animals [113,124,125,128,163,164,237–240] with only one study on dogs [51], whereas heart rate and heart rate variability are regarded as suitable tools to investigate the role of ANS in the modulation of affect and emotion [146,216,228,241,242].

Given that food is considered a positive reward [92,125,145,230,232,243] we hypothesized that a very palatable food treat received by the owner should attract dogs’ attention toward him/her, significantly increasing gazing behavior [244] and should also be a source of positive excitement, determining an increase in HR [201,245]. In addition, if receiving treats caused in dogs a positive emotional state we should observe an increase in tail wagging [234] and in HRV [216].

Making predictions on eye temperature changes is difficult, given that the available evidence is relative to a variety of body surface areas, tools and species tested with opposite results (comb in hens: [125]; nose in cows: [129]; eye in dogs: [113]; eye in horses: [239]; nose in macaques: [128,238,246]). However, in dogs eye temperature correlates with core body temperature [113] and thus it is possible that eliciting an attentional state would result in an increase in eye temperature due to a general state of arousal. To test these predictions, dogs’ eye temperature, heart rate, heart rate variability and behavior were recorded prior (Baseline), during (Feeding) and after (Post-feeding) food treats delivery.

3.3. Materials and methods

3.3.1. Subjects

The subjects were 19 healthy dogs (8 females, 11 males) of different breeds and body size, whose ages ranged from 2 to 11 years (mean = 6.36 years, SD = 2.72 years). The sample included 13
pure-breed dogs (1 Jack Russell Terrier, 2 Australian Kelpies, 1 Border Collie, 1 Irish Setter, 1 Irish Red and White Setter, 4 Labrador Retrievers, 2 Golden Retrievers, 1 Newfoundland) and 6 mixed-breed dogs (1 miniature size, 2 small size, 3 medium size). All the dogs were kept for companionship, lived within the human household, were accustomed to share daily activities with their owner (e.g. travel by car, going to unfamiliar places, encountering unfamiliar humans), and were used to wear the harness on daily walking.

3.3.2. Procedure

The study was conducted at the Canis sapiens Lab of the University of Milan (Italy). On arrival, the human-dog pairs were escorted to a waiting room where the procedure was briefly described to the owners who were asked to provide their written consent to record behavior and to use the collected data, according to the national Privacy Law 675/96. To apply the heart rate monitor (Polar), the dogs were sheared under the right and left armpits for a surface of approximately 10 cm$^2$. Then the Polar was fixed to the dog chest by means of a belt (see data collection paragraph for further details). After this manipulation, dogs were allowed to explore freely the waiting room for an additional period of 5 minutes to relax and to familiarize with the video camera operator and the infrared thermography technician.

The test took place in an unfamiliar adjacent bare room (3.00 x 5.00 m) equipped with one chair, a carpet and a video camera (Leica Dicomar, Panasonic, Japan) mounted on a tripod. During the test the video camera operator (E.S.C.), the infrared thermography technician (E.H.) and the owner were present. To minimize extraneous noise and disturbance, testing was conducted on weekends over a period of four months. The testing environment was air-conditioned and thus temperature (22 °C) and humidity (40%) remained constant during the procedure [113]. Owners were asked not to feed their dogs for at least four hours prior testing.

The test procedure consisted of three consecutive phases:

Phase 1, Baseline: After the dog and the owner entered the experimental room, the Polar was switched on and the owner was asked to sit on the chair while the dog, on a 2 m long leash, could remain close to them or move around for 10 minutes; the aim of this phase was to obtain baseline values for each dog.

Phase 2, Feeding (i.e. positive stimulation): The owner remained seated and attracted dogs’ attention by showing the dog treats in her/his hands and gave the dog treats at approximately 20 sec. intervals for a 10-minute period. Treats consisted of 1-gram chicken croquettes (Nature Snack - Mini sandwiches for dog, Ferribiella, Italy). Owner compliance to our instructions resulted in some variation
in the number of treats given to the dogs (mean = 30.9, SD = 13.5) nevertheless the number of croquettes received was not correlated with any physiological parameter measured.

Phase 3, Post-feeding: As in Phase 1, the owners remained seated while the dog, on leash, could remain close to them or move around for 10 minutes.

3.3.3. Behavioral measurements

Behavioral data were scored from videos using Solomon Coder beta* 15.01.13 (ELTE TTK, Hungary). The ethogram consisted of 13 non-mutually exclusive behaviors and of 2 behavioral categories, namely Dynamic (walking, jumping and jumping on the owner) and Static (standing still, sitting, or lying down). These two behavioral categories were mutually exclusive but could co-occur with the other 13 behaviors, thus a dog could sit in front of the owner and gaze at his/her face (static + gazing owner) or could walk while exploring the environment (dynamic + attention). Behaviors and categories are detailed in Table 3.1 and were recorded either as duration or as frequencies.

Only behavioral patterns that were displayed with a frequency $\geq 1$ event/min and with a duration $\geq 1\%$ of the time in at least one of the three experimental phases were included in the analysis [247]. Moreover, those behaviors exhibited only in one of the three experimental phases were not statistically analyzed.

Table 3.1. Description and measure of coded behaviors and behavioral categories recorded during the test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency/Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Walking, jumping and jumping on the owner</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Standing still, sitting, or lying down</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaking off</td>
<td>Rapid movements of body shaking</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawning</td>
<td>Deeply inhale through wide open mouth</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lip licking</td>
<td>Rapid extension and flicking of the tongue on the nose or between the lips</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Frequency/Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panting</td>
<td>Breathing with short, quick breaths</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance</td>
<td>Lateral movement of the head to avoid being focused by thermographic camera</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing experimenters</td>
<td>Looking at the experimenters</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing owner</td>
<td>Looking at the owner</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing owner’s hand/food</td>
<td>Looking at the owner’s hand or at the food held by the owner</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sniffing/licking</td>
<td>Sniffing or licking owner’s hand, regardless of the presence or absence of the food</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touching with paw</td>
<td>Touching the owner with the paw</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Visual/olfactory exploration of the environment</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail wagging</td>
<td>Hanging tail in a relaxed manner at half-mast [248] and wagging it</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate whether the thermographic camera directed towards the dogs’ muzzle could be perceived as stressing (see [113]), during coding, a marker indicating the presence of the thermographic camera accompanied each behavioral element. The dogs’ behavior was coded from videos by one of the authors (T.T.) whereas a second independent coder analyzed 32% of the data to assess inter-observer reliability.
3.3.4. Physiological measurements

The thermographic infrared images were captured by a certified technician (E.H.) using a portable IRT camera (AVIO TVS500® camera, NEC, Japan) with standard optic system, and analyzed with IRT Analyzer Software® (Grayess, FL, USA). To calibrate the camera reflectivity temperature, samples were taken and emissivity was set at 0.97. Several images per dog were collected, to select those images that provided the most optimal operating conditions for analysis (90° angle and 1 m of distance). During the whole study 982 (per dog: mean = 51.68, SD = 10.83; minimum = 31; maximum = 77) images were analyzed to evaluate the emission of eyes lachrymal sites. The maximum temperature for each lachrymal site was determined using an Instantaneous Field of View of 1.68 mm at 1 m of distance, within an oval area traced around the eye, including the eyeball and approximately 1 cm surrounding the outside of the eyelids. Only images perfectly into focus were used (Figure 3.1). To optimize the accuracy of the thermographic image and to reduce sources of noise, before testing each dog the same image of a Lambert surface was taken to define the radiance emission and to nullify the effect of sunlight or other surface reflections on tested animals, thus controlling for external artefacts [191].

Heart rate data were collected using a Polar® RS800CX human HR monitor (Polar® Electro, Finland). The Polar WearLink® strap was positioned around the dog thorax and the size was adjusted to provide a tight but comfortable fit. Farmacare ultrasound transmission gel (Farmacare, Italy) was applied to the 2 electrodes of the Polar WearLink® strap. The electrodes were positioned over the right and left axillary regions. The Polar® watch computer was fixed dorsally to the WearLink strap.

The Polar® was set on the R-R interval-recording mode and data collection lasted for the whole duration of the experiment. R-R interval data were analyzed using Kubios HRV software (Version 2.1
Biosignal Analysis and Medical Imaging Group, Department of Applied Physics, University of Eastern Finland, Kupio, Finland). Prior to analyses, artifacts were removed using Kubios’ inbuilt artifact correction feature. The artifact tolerated was not more than 1% on the total length of the recording. Heart rate (HR, beats per minute) and HRV parameters were calculated for each experimental phase. The following time-domain variables were chosen for analysis: mean HR (bpm), root mean square of the standard deviation (RMSSD, ms), standard deviation of R-R intervals (SDNN, ms) and the ratio RMSSD/SDNN.

3.3.5. Statistical analysis

Interobserver reliability was assessed using Spearman correlations and was significant for all the behaviors recorded with $r$ ranging from 0.6 to 1 (Static: $r = 0.604$, $P = 0.008$; Dynamic: $r = 0.880$, $P < 0.001$; Shaking off: $r = 1.000$, $P = 0.000$; Yawning: $r = 0.921$, $P < 0.001$; Nose/lip licking: $r = 0.725$, $P = 0.001$; Panting: $r = 0.720$, $P = 0.001$; Avoidance: $r = 1.000$, $P = 0.000$; Gazing experimenter: $r = 0.922$, $P < 0.001$; Gazing owner: $r = 0.977$, $P < 0.001$; Gazing owner’s hand/food: $r = 0.976$, $P < 0.001$; Hand sniffing/licking: $r = 0.835$, $P < 0.001$; Touching with paw: $r = 0.904$, $P < 0.001$; Attention: $r = 0.920$, $P < 0.001$; Tail wagging: $r = 0.600$, $P = 0.008$).

Eye temperature was analyzed using for each dog all the thermographic images taken during each phase and dog’s gender as factor.

Behavioral and physiological data were entered in a Generalized Linear Mixed – effect Models Analysis (GLMM). Separate models were set up for each dependent variable measure (behaviors, eye temperature, HR and HRV). All models residuals were checked for normality (Shapiro test) and homoscedasticity (residuals funnel graph). All models included the explanatory variables phase and gender; moreover, Dynamic behavior was also used as co-variate variable for HR and HRV parameters. All models were reduced in a step-wise forward procedure. There was no significant effect of gender for any of the cardiac parameters (HR, RMSSD, SDNN, RMSSD/SDNN) and, when inserted into models, gender determined a significant worsening of their fitting (Akaike Information Criterion, Schwarz’s Bayesian Information Criterion and $-2\log$-Likelihood variation). Planned contrasts with Bonferroni correction were used for paired comparisons.

All statistical analysis were carried out using R 3.1.3 (R development Core Team) packages: car – Companion of Applied Regression [249] and lme4 – Linear Mixed-Effects Models using Eigen and S4 [250].
3.4. Results

3.4.1. Behavioral data

Dogs’ behavioral response changed across the three phases as shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. In particular, Hand sniffing/licking and Tail wagging significantly increased between Phase 1 and 2 and decreased between Phase 2 and 3 returning to the baseline values (Hand sniffing/licking: P1 vs P2: $b = 0.247, t = 4.985, P < 0.001$; P1 vs P3: $b = 0.008, t = 0.164, P = 0.870$; P2 vs P3: $b = 0.119, t = 4.821, P < 0.001$; Tail wagging: P1 vs P2: $b = 0.370, t = 2.957, P = 0.005$; P1 vs P3: $b = -0.020, t = -0.168, P = 0.868$; P2 vs P3: $b = 0.190, t = 3.124, P = 0.003$). Conversely, Gaze experimenter and Attention decreased significantly between Phase 1 and 2, whereas they increased between Phase 2 and 3 (Gazing experimenter: P1 vs P2: $b = -0.106, t = -2.247, P = 0.029$; P1 vs P3: $b = -0.009, t = -0.181, P = 0.857$; P2 vs P3: $b = -0.400, t = -2.066, P = 0.044$; Attention: P1 vs P2: $b = -0.040, t = -4.822, P < 0.001$; P1 vs P3: $b = -0.150, t = -1.848, P = 0.070$; P2 vs P3: $b = -0.120, t = -2.975, P = 0.004$). An overall significant difference among the three Phases, but not significant pairwise comparisons, emerged for Static, Gazing owner and Nose/lip licking (Table 3.3). There was no significant effect of gender or a significant gender x phase interaction for all the above mentioned behaviors (Table 3.3).

Panting did not change across the experimental phases whereas gender difference occurred (Table 3.3): males panted longer than females but this difference was significant only in Phase 1 (Phase 1: $b = 177.23, t = 2.475, P = 0.024$; Phase 2: $b = 125.96, t = 1.647, P = 0.118$; Phase 3: $b = 143.152, t = 1.885, P = 0.082$). No other differences emerged.
Table 3.2. Mean and SE of frequency and durations of analyzed behaviors in the three phases of the experiment (Baseline, Feeding and Post-feeding).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Baseline mean ± SE</th>
<th>Feeding mean ± SE</th>
<th>Post-feeding mean ± SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic a</td>
<td>5.96 ± 0.95</td>
<td>2.82 ± 0.91</td>
<td>3.03 ± 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static a</td>
<td>94.04 ± 0.95</td>
<td>97.18 ± 0.91</td>
<td>96.97 ± 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shake off b,c</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawning b,c</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lip licking b</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panting a</td>
<td>♀ 0.56 ± 0.52</td>
<td>♀ 0.29 ± 0.27</td>
<td>♀ 5.62 ± 3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♂ 28.20 ± 8.93</td>
<td>♂ 7.33 ± 3.96</td>
<td>♂ 26.52 ± 9.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance b,c</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze owner a</td>
<td>10.86 ± 2.67</td>
<td>5.29 ± 1.29</td>
<td>16.82 ± 4.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze owner’s hand/food b,c</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>59.13 ± 4.81</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze experimenter a</td>
<td>14.56 ± 2.12</td>
<td>2.87 ± 0.75</td>
<td>16.99 ± 2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sniffing/licking a</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.27</td>
<td>20.72 ± 3.84</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch with paw b,c</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>1.37 ± 0.51</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention a</td>
<td>53.52 ± 4.73</td>
<td>11.74 ± 2.18</td>
<td>34.35 ± 3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail wagging a</td>
<td>2.61 ± 0.90</td>
<td>9.09 ± 4.33</td>
<td>1.82 ± 0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Behaviors measured as duration (% of total time). b Behaviors measured as frequency (events/min). c Behaviors not analyzed because they occurred in only one phase or were rarely displayed.
Table 3.3. Statistical results of the behavioral data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Phase F</th>
<th>Gender F</th>
<th>Phase x Gender F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>3.788</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lip licking</td>
<td>3.357</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panting</td>
<td>2.188</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>10.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze owner</td>
<td>3.399</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze experimenter</td>
<td>12.240</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sniffing/licking</td>
<td>24.632</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>2.293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>28.158</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail wagging</td>
<td>5.500</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.1. Physiological data

3.4.1.1. Eye temperature

Eye temperature significantly increased from Phase 1 to Phase 2 and decreased from Phase 2 to Phase 3 (df = 2, F = 30.960, P < 0.001; P1 vs P2: b = 0.224, t = 2.140, P = 0.032; P1 vs P3: b = -0.001, t = -0.017, P = 0.987; P2 vs P3: b = -0.112, t = 2.360, P = 0.012). There was no main effect of gender (df = 1, F = 0.170, P = 0.682) while a significant gender x phase interaction emerged (df = 2, F = 4.340, P = 0.013; Figure 3.2) with males showing a greater increment than females between Phase 1 and 2 (M: b = -0.353, t = -2.911, P = 0.004; F: b = -0.106, t = -1.913, P = 0.042). Similarly, males showed a greater decrement than females between Phase 2 and 3 (M: b = -0.304, t = -5.657, P < 0.001; F: b = -0.320, t = -2.832, P = 0.035). Moreover, in males, eye temperature in Phase 3 was significantly higher than that of Phase 1 (b = 0.250, t = 2.427, P = 0.004).
There was a positive significant relationship between physical activity (Dynamic) and both HR (df = 1, F = 4.630, P = 0.036) and RMSSD/SDNN ratio (df = 1, F = 6.700, P = 0.012) but neither with RMSSD (df = 1, F = 2.708, P = 0.106) nor with SDNN (df = 1, F = 0.143, P = 0.707). The effect of physical activity was constant across the three phases for all the cardiac parameters (HR: df = 2, F = 0.936, P = 0.399; RMSSD/SDNN: df = 2, F = 1.070, P = 0.351; RMSSD: df = 2, F = 1.558, P = 0.220; SDNN: df = 2, F = 0.248, P = 0.781).

Once controlled for the effect of Dynamic, HR and SDNN changed across phases (HR: df = 2, F = 5.929, P = 0.005; SDNN: df = 2, F = 5.032, P = 0.009). HR increased significantly from Phase 1 to 2 and diminished from Phase 2 to 3 returning to the Baseline values (P1 vs P2: b = 11.52, t = 3.260, P = 0.003. P1 vs P3: b = -2.097, t = -0.623, P = 0.537; P2 vs P3: b = -6.804, t = -4.529, P < 0.001; Figure 3). SDNN decreased from Phase 1 to 2 (P1 vs P2: b = -22.060, t = -2.580, P = 0.054) and significantly increased from Phase 2 to 3 (P2 vs P3: b = 15.310, t= 2.810, P = 0.002), whereas no differences occurred between Phase 1 and 3 (P1 vs P3: b = 13.056, t = 1.538, P = 0.133). On the contrary, RMSSD and RMSSD/SDNN did not significantly differ among phases (RMSSD: df = 2, F = 1.532, P = 0.226; RMSSD/SDNN: df = 2, F = 0.948, P = 0.394; Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3. Boxplot representing values of heart rate (bpm), RMSSD (ms), SDNN (ms), and RMSSD/SDNN exhibited by the dogs during the three phases of the experiment (Baseline, Feeding, Post-feeding).

3.5. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to investigate eye temperature, detected through IRT, as a potential physiological indicator of emotional states in pet dogs. In addition to eye temperature, cardiac activity (i.e. HR and HRV) was monitored to understand the interplay between the sympathetic and the parasympathetic branch of the ANS when a food stimulus was provided. The analysis of dogs’ behavior was used to provide an integrative measure of the response to the stimulation.

Mean eye temperature increased significantly during Phase 2 (Feeding), compared with the mean values of both Phase 1 (Baseline) and 3 (Post-feeding). This result supports our prediction that the arousal determined by the presence of food in the owner hands would have resulted in an increment of eye temperature.

The available literature concerning the use of IRT in the study of animal emotions points out that surface body temperature can increase/decrease depending on the investigated species, the anatomical areas and the type of stimulus used. Nasal temperature decreases in macaques during negative emotional states [128,238,246], and in cows when exposed to a positive stimulus [129]. In hens there is a significant drop in comb surface temperature in response to anticipation and consumption of a palatable food reward [125] but also during exposure to unpleasant events [126]. This contrasting effect on body temperature can be explained in terms of activation of the sympathetic
branch of the ANS which induces an increase in core temperature, reflected in the eye, and a decrease in more peripheral body area, such as nose, face and ears, due to vasoconstriction [101,163,164,251].

Interestingly, we found that in dogs eye temperature increases both when they receive a food treat (positive valence) and when they are stressed by a veterinary visit (negative valence) [113]. In both studies eye temperature showed the same pattern of temporal changes, even though different ranges in the eye temperature emerged possibly due to inter-individual differences. Overall, these evidences suggest that body surface temperature is an optimal index of a general state of arousal but, at this stage of our knowledge on dogs, it does not allow the discrimination of the positive or negative emotional valence of the stimulus itself.

The analysis of behavior provides insight that dogs perceived the present situation as positive; in fact they showed neither fear nor avoidance of the IRT camera during the test, as conversely happened during the veterinary visit [113]. On the contrary, during Feeding dogs remained static most of the time, oriented towards their owner’s hands, looking at the food and showing an increased tail wagging. McGowan and colleagues [234] showed that dogs facing a problem-solving task under their control had a more intense emotional response, expressed as frequency of tail wags, when the reward was food rather than contact with a conspecific and suggested that tail wagging can be used as an indicator of a positive affective state in dogs. Quaranta and colleagues [252] showed that dogs wag their tail in an asymmetric manner in response to different emotional stimuli and that the amplitudes of tail wagging also depend on the stimuli, being highest when seeing the owner and lowest when seeing a cat. Being a context dependent behavior, tail wagging could be an interesting index to assess emotional states in dogs, but breed (in our sample the most wagging dogs were 3 Labrador retriever and 1 Golden retriever), temperament and motivation are all factors that may affect its expression and thus further studies would be beneficial. Nose/lip licking has been rarely performed and it occurred mainly during Phase 1 when dogs entered the unfamiliar room for the test. Despite being a signal occurring in different contexts [176,187,223,224], in the present study it could indicate an initial mild discomfort in the new environment. Other behaviors signaling stress were almost completely absent, confirming that the procedure was not stressful as was instead the veterinary visit of the previous study, when dogs showed stress/fear signals in all the three phases of the experiment.

Since cardiac activity can be influenced not only by emotional states but also by physical activity we considered the effect of movement in the statistical analysis and once removed the variance due to the dynamic component of the behavior we found, as expected, a significant rise in dogs’ mean HR during Phase 2. On the contrary, a less clear pattern of HRV changes emerged: RMSSD and RMSSD/SDNN remained unvaried across phases, while SDNN decreased during Feeding (even
though not significantly) returning to Baseline values in the Post-feeding. A huge body of evidence in many animal species and in humans demonstrated that HR is linked to emotional arousal during situations of both positive and negative valence for the individual [178,179,253–256], and our result on HR are in line with this well-established knowledge, confirming that receiving treats increased dogs’ arousal and activated the sympathetic branch of the ANS [257].

Recent evidence suggested that the analysis of the HRV, and in particular of the cardiac vagal tone, is a potential tool to measure the valence dimension of emotions [145,158,228,242]. We hypothesized that the rewarding nature of the food would have had a hedonic value for dogs and thus consequently receiving food treats would have resulted in an increase in the HRV parameters considered. Overall our results do not support this hypothesis as only the long-term variability measured by the SDNN changed across the three phases. Although in the final phase, when dogs did not receive any more food and relaxed themselves, the lack of a clear HRV pattern suggests that the balance of the branches of autonomic system remained stable. Receiving food treats might be not sufficient to induce a change in adult dogs’ autonomic system for different reasons: on one hand they are accustomed to get delicious treats; on the other hand, receiving a reward without the request of performing a specific task could have limited the hedonic value of the context. The evidence available in the canine literature is of limited help in discussing present results due to the heterogeneity of experimental protocols, the variability in the HRV parameters measured and the contrasting results obtained [159,201,258,259].

3.6. Conclusion

Our study is the first assessing eye temperature as a measure of positive emotional states in dogs. Results showed that IRT is suitable to detect in a non-invasive way a state of arousal but not to assess the hedonic values of a positive stimulus, unless combined with behavioral indicators. Thus, the validation of behavioral pattern linked to positive and negative experiences are crucial for understanding dogs’ emotional states. The analysis of HRV aimed at providing insight for the evaluation of the valence of emotional states gave ambiguous results, requiring further investigation. The administration of palatable food per se might not be the best protocol to elicit an emotion with a positive valence: a paradigm of anticipation and consumption of food reward in a training protocol, successfully used with other species, could be a future development of this research.

3.7. Ethic statement

No special permission for the use of animals (dogs) in non-invasive observational studies is required in Italy. The relevant ethical committee is the Ethical Committee of the Università degli Studi
di Milano. All dog owners were informed about the nature and scope of the study and their written consent was obtained before the study was initiated.
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4.1. Abstract

Assessing animal emotions using non-invasive tools is an interesting and promising area of research in order to better understand animal’s perception of different events and to improve their quality of life. In the present study, we used infrared thermography in combination with behavioral measures, HR and HRV, to investigate dogs’ emotional responses to a protocol of separation from and reunion with the owner, exposing them a mild stressful situation followed by a pleasant event. Thirty-three adult pet dogs, 17 females and 16 males, were tested and their eye temperature, heart rate, heart rate variability and behavior were recorded during a 27-minutes test consisting of four consecutive phases: Baseline (Phase 1, 10 minutes), Separation from the owner (Phase 2, 3 minutes), Reunion with the owner (Phase 3, 3 minutes), Relaxation, a return to baseline conditions (Phase 4, 7 minutes). Dogs’ eye temperature and mean HR did not vary among phases. RMSSD was significantly higher during Phase 4 when compared to all other phases. SDNN dropped during Phase 2 and 3, but it increased during Phase 4. During Phase 2 dogs were mainly involved in behaviors directed to the door or to the experimenter while during Phase 3 they were focused mainly on the owner and they exhibited an increased exploratory behavior, indicating a safe base effect. These data are consistent with previous findings about Ainsworth’s Strange Situation. Overall results did not confirm previous findings about whether IRT may be a useful tool in assessing emotional states in dogs both in terms of arousal and of valence and this is discussed, as with the role of HR and HRV in understanding emotional activation.
4.2. Introduction

In the last years an increasing attention has been paid to the study of emotion in animals. Given the intrinsic difficulties of investigating the ‘interior world’ of animals different non-invasive methodological approaches have been proposed in order to integrate behavioral and physiological parameters related to emotional reactions. One of the most recent non-invasive technique applied to these studies is the Infrared Thermography (IRT) that detects infrared radiation emitted by a subject and provides a pictorial representation [115,116]. In animals, it is widely used to obtain information about health [108–110], to assess acute and chronic stress [113,122,123,126,128,163–165,260] and to investigate emotional responses to positive stimuli [125,145,178,221,222,261]. Recently this technique was employed to investigate emotions in the most popular and ancient domestic animal: the dog. Two studies were conducted to analyze the reactions of dogs in a negative situation of high emotional arousal, i.e. a veterinary visit with an unfamiliar vet, and a positive situation of high emotional arousal, i.e. the delivery of delicious food treats by the owner [261]. In both studies the IRT proved to be a useful technique allowing the detection of T increase in the region of the lacrimal caruncle of the dog’s eye associated with the presentation of the both negative and positive stimuli. Nevertheless, IRT did not allow to distinguish between the positive and negative valence of the emotional responses since in both cases the eye temperature increased [113,261]. When the monitoring of the cardiac activity was associated to the measurement of the eye temperature during the positive stimulation with food treats, an increment in HR was found confirming that the situation elicited a high arousal emotional response [261]. On the contrary, the measurement of the heart rate variability HRV (i.e. a non-invasive technique used to investigate the functioning of the autonomic nervous system, especially the balance between sympathetic and vagal activity [146] did not show a clear pattern of vagal activation since only one the HRV parameters measured, the SDNN, increased when dogs relaxation occurred at the end of food delivery. In dogs, HRV is largely used to assess reactions to many different situations. One of HRV parameters, SDNN (standard deviation of the normal to normal intervals) was influenced neither by posture nor by a mild physical activity, while a significant elevation during orientation to a favorite toy was reported [159]. Bergamasco and colleagues [158] compared a group of shelter dogs submitted to a human-interaction program with a control group. Over the course of 3 months, significant differences on some HRV parameters were found suggesting that human interaction supplement sessions have a positive effect and they could affect the physiological indicators of animal welfare. The secure base and safe haven effects of the attachment figure, that are central features of the human attachment theory, have been studied even in dogs. 30 animals were approached by a threatening stranger with or without the owner in the nearby. Comparison of HR and HRV values during the threatening approaches with those before and
after the encounters showed that the threatening approach increased dogs’ mean HR, with a parallel decrease in the HRV; besides, the HR increment was significantly less pronounced when dogs faced the stranger in the presence of the owner. Moreover, whether the dog encountered the stranger first with or without its owner, also proved important because HR increment associated with the encounter in separation seemed to be mitigated in those that faced the stranger first with their owner [201]. On the other hand, dogs that were left alone in their home environment did not present any difference in HR and HRV parameters neither in 4 hours of separation nor when the owner came back home despite many behavioral differences [223]. The paradigm of separation and reunion with the owner, eliciting the attachment system, could be an interesting protocol to further investigate the application of IRT to the study of emotions in dogs. Recently, it has been showed that the reunion with a familiar person that greet the dog determined in the animal an increase in oxytocin and a decrease in cortisol concentrations accompanied by sustained physical contact and lip licking [236] indicating that relaxation started upon reunion and lasted for about one hour.

The aim of the present study was to evaluate if a protocol of separation from and reunion to the owner could induce sensible variations in eye temperature and HRV parameters in dogs. A brief separation (i.e. 3 minutes) from the owner occurring in the presence of an unfamiliar person is considered a situation of mild stress [38] and should elicit an emotional state of low arousal and negative valence. On the contrary, the reunion with the owner should elicit an emotional state of high arousal and positive valence. According to this hypotheses eye temperature and HR should increase upon reunion while HRV parameters should decrease during separation and increase upon reunion.

4.3. Materials and methods

4.3.1. Subjects

The subjects were 33 healthy dogs (17 females, 16 males) of different breeds and body size, whose ages ranged from 8 months to 13 years (mean = 4.69 years, SD = 3.35 years). The sample included 16 pure-breed dogs (1 Poodle toy size, 1 Jack Russel Terrier, 1 Miniature Schnauzer, 1 Tibetan Terrier, 1 Beagle, 1 Border Collie, 2 American Pit Bull Terriers, 1 Vizsla, 1 Dalmatian, 2 Labrador Retrievers, 2 Golden Retrievers, 2 American Staffordshire Terriers) and 17 mixed-breed dogs (3 small size, 13 medium size, and 1 big size). All the dogs were kept for companionship, lived within the human household, were accustomed to share daily activities with their owner (e.g., travel by car, going to unfamiliar places, encountering unfamiliar humans), and were used to wear the harness on daily walking. All the owners were informed about the aims of the study and the procedure, and their
informed consent to record behavior and to use the collected data was obtained according to the national Privacy Law 675/96.

4.3.2. Procedure

The study was conducted at Il Cane Lab of the University of Parma (Italy). On arrival, the human-dog pairs were received in the parking lot. Here, the Polar® RS800CX heart monitor was fixed to the dog chest with an elastic belt (see “Physiological parameters” paragraph for further details); if the dog presented a thick hair preventing the correct functioning of the HR monitor, the owner was asked to kindly shorten some hair in the axillary regions. After this manipulation, the owner walked around the department with a relaxed pace for about 10 minutes in order to let the dog relax. Once they came back to the department, they were allowed to enter and escorted to the testing room.

The testing room was an unfamiliar bare room (2.50 x 4.50 m) equipped with an armchair, a carpet, and a video camera (MVX450, Canon, Japan) connected with a computer for instantaneous recording. During the test a video camera operator, the infrared thermography technician (E.H.) and the owner were present. Testing was conducted in May, June, September and October 2015. The testing environment was air-conditioned and thus temperature (24 °C) and humidity (50%) remained constant during the procedure [113].

The test procedure consisted of four consecutive phases:

Phase 1, Baseline: The dog and the owner entered the experimental room, the Polar was switched on and the owner sit on the armchair ignoring their animal while the dog, on a 1.5 m long leash, could remain close to them or move around for 10 minutes; the aim of this phase was to obtain baseline values for each dog.

Phase 2, Separation from the owner (i.e., negative stimulation): The owner unleashed the dog and exit the room. Therefore, the dog was left in the room with the video camera operator and the infrared thermography operator. This phase lasted 3 minutes.

Phase 3, Reunion with the owner (i.e., positive stimulation): The owner come back in the room and greet/pet the dog how they usually do after a separation. This phase lasted 3 minutes.

Phase 4, Relaxation: The owner leashed the dog and sit on the armchair ignoring the dog, as in Phase 1. This phase lasted 7 minutes.
4.3.3. Behavioral measurements

Behavioral data were scored from videos using Solomon Coder beta® 15.11.19 (ELTE TTK, Hungary). The ethogram consisted of 24 behaviors and of 2 behavioral categories, namely Dynamic (walking, jumping and jumping on the owner) and Static (standing still, sitting, or lying down). These two behavioral categories were mutually exclusive but could co-occur with the other 24 behaviors, thus a dog could sit in front of the owner and gaze at their face (Static and Gazing owner) or could walk while exploring the environment (Dynamic and Attention to the environment). Behaviors and categories are detailed in Table 4.1 and were recorded either as duration or as frequencies.

*Table 4.1. Description and measure of coded behaviors recorded during the test.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency/Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Walking, jumping and jumping on the owner</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Standing still, sitting, or lying down</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention to the environment</td>
<td>Visual/olfactory exploration of the environment</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention to the door</td>
<td>Visual/olfactory exploration of the door</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with the door</td>
<td>Physical interaction with the room door</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exiting from the room</td>
<td>Attempts to exit from the room when the owner enters/exits</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biting carpet</td>
<td>Biting the carpet under the armchair</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biting armchair</td>
<td>Biting the armchair</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaching armchair</td>
<td>Approaching the armchair while the owner is outside</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing owner</td>
<td>Looking at the owner</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Frequency/Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with the owner</td>
<td>Licking, smelling, greeting, jumping on the owner</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing experimenters</td>
<td>Looking at the experimenters</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with experimenter</td>
<td>Licking, smelling, greeting, jumping on the experimenters</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relax</td>
<td>Sleeping or relaxing laying down</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-grooming</td>
<td>Licking or cleaning itself with teeth</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail wagging</td>
<td>Hanging tail in a relaxed manner at half-mast [248] and wagging it</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawning</td>
<td>Deeply inhale through wide open mouth</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaking off</td>
<td>Rapid movements of body shaking</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretching</td>
<td>Straighten the body completely</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing</td>
<td>Complete motionless, without panting</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid IRT camera</td>
<td>Lateral movement of the head to avoid being focused by thermographic camera</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocalization</td>
<td>Barking or whining</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid owner</td>
<td>Lateral movement of the head to avoid eye contact with the owner</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lip licking</td>
<td>Rapid extension and flicking of the tongue on the nose or between the lips</td>
<td>F (events/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratching</td>
<td>Scratching itself with paws</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking</td>
<td>Drinking from supplied water bowl</td>
<td>D (% of the total time)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only behavioral patterns that were displayed with a frequency of at least 1 event/min or with a duration over 1% of the time in at least one of the four experimental phases were included in the analysis [61]. Moreover, those behaviors exhibited only in one of the four experimental phases were not statistically analyzed. To evaluate whether the thermographic camera directed towards dogs’ muzzle could be perceived as stressing [113] a marker indicating the presence of the thermographic camera accompanied each behavioral element during the coding. Due to technical problems, behavioral data of only 31 dogs were collected.

4.3.4. Physiological parameters

The thermographic infrared images were captured by a certified technician (E.H.) using a portable IRT camera (AVIO TVS500® camera, NEC, Japan) with standard optic system, and analyzed with IRTAnalyzer Software® (Grayess, FL, USA). To calibrate the camera reflectivity temperature, samples were taken and emissivity was set at 0.97. Several images per dog were collected during the pre-test, to select the images that provided the most optimal operating conditions for analysis (90° angle and 1 m of distance). A total of 2874 (per dog: mean ± SE = 89.91 ± 10.34; minimum = 60; maximum = 118) values were analyzed assessing the emission of eyes lachrymal sites. The maximum temperature for each lachrymal site was determined using an Instantaneous Field of View of 1.68 mm at 1 m of distance, within an oval area traced around the eye, including the eyeball and approximately 1 cm surrounding the outside of the eyelids. Only images perfectly on focus were used. To optimize the accuracy of the thermographic image and to reduce sources of noise, before testing each dog the same image of a Lambert surface was taken to define the radiance emission and to nullify the effect of sunlight or other surface reflections on tested animals, thus controlling for external artefacts [191]. Due to a technical problem, IRT data of only 32 dogs were collected.

Heart rate data were collected using a Polar® RS800CX human HR monitor (Polar® Electro, Finland). The Polar WearLink® strap was positioned around the dog thorax and the size was adjusted to provide a tight but comfortable fit. Farmcare ultrasound transmission gel (Farmcare, Italy) was applied to the 2 electrodes of the Polar WearLink® strap. The electrodes were positioned over the right and left axillary regions. The Polar® watch computer was fixed dorsally to the WearLink strap.

The Polar® was set on the R-R interval-recording mode and data collection lasted for the whole duration of the experiment. R-R interval data were analyzed using Kubios HRV software (Version 2.1 Biosignal Analysis and Medical Imaging Group, Department of Applied Physics, University of Eastern Finland, Kupio, Finland). Prior to analyses, artifacts were removed using Kubios’ inbuilt artifact correction feature. The artifact tolerated was not more than 1% on the total length of the recording.
Heart rate (HR, beats per minute) and HRV parameters were calculated for each experimental phase. The following variables were chosen for analysis: SDNN (standard deviation of R-R intervals), RMSSD (root mean square of the standard deviation) and SDNN/RMSSD ratio.

4.3.5. Statistical analysis

Interobserver reliability was assessed using Spearman correlations and was significant for all the behaviors recorded with r ranging from 0.6 to 1 (Dynamic: $r = 0.949$, $P < 0.001$; Static: $r = 0.976$, $P < 0.001$; Attention to the environment: $r = 0.968$, $P < 0.001$; Attention to the door: $r = 0.866$, $P < 0.001$; Interactions with the door: $r = 0.861$, $P < 0.001$; Exiting from the room: $r = 0.991$, $P < 0.001$; Biting carpet: $r = 1.000$, $P = 0.000$; Approaching armchair without owner: $r = 0.730$, $P = 0.001$; Gazing owner: $r = 0.973$, $P < 0.001$; Interactions with the owner: $r = 0.793$, $P < 0.001$; Gazing experimenters: $r = 0.676$, $P = 0.004$; Interactions with the experimenters: $r = 0.936$, $P < 0.001$; Relax: $r = 1.000$, $P = 0.000$; Auto-grooming: $r = 0.655$, $P = 0.006$; Tail wagging: $r = 0.924$, $P < 0.001$; Yawning: $r = 0.859$, $P < 0.001$; Shaking off: $r = 0.811$, $P < 0.001$; Stretching: $r = 1.000$, $P = 0.000$; Avoid IRT camera: $r = 0.985$, $P < 0.001$; Vocalization: $r = 0.999$, $P < 0.001$; Scratching: $r = 0.553$, $P = 0.026$; Drinking: $r = 0.633$, $P = 0.008$).

Eye temperature was analyzed using for each dog all the thermographic images taken during each phase and dog’s sex as factor.

Behavioral and physiological data were entered in a Generalized Linear Mixed – effect Models Analysis (GLMM). Separate models were set up for each dependent variable measure (behaviors, eye temperature, HR and HRV). All models residuals were checked for normality (Shapiro test) and homoscedasticity (residuals funnel graph). All models included the explanatory variables phase and sex. Moreover, Dynamic behavior was also used as co-variate variable for HR and HRV parameters. All models were reduced in a step-wise forward procedure. There was no significant effect of sex for any of the cardiac parameters (HR, RMSSD, SDNN, SDNN/RMSSD) and, when inserted into models, sex determined a significant worsening of their fitting (Akaike Information Criterion, Schwarz’s Bayesian Information Criterion and $-2 \log$-Likelihood variation). Planned contrasts with Bonferroni correction were used for paired comparisons.

Data from Phase 1 and 4 were analyzed only in the last five and four minutes respectively when absence of any stimulation was consistent.

All statistical analysis were carried out using R 3.1.3 (R development Core Team) packages: car – Companion of Applied Regression [249] and lme4 – Linear Mixed-Effects Models using Eigen and S4 [250].
4.4. Results

4.4.1. Behavioral data

Dogs' behavioral response changed across the three phases as shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. In particular, Attention to the door significantly increased during Separation (P1 vs P2, P2 vs P3, P2 vs P4: P < 0.001) while during Reunion there were significant increments in Attention to the environment (P1 vs P3: P = 0.014; P2 vs P3: P = 0.001; P3 vs P4: P < 0.001), Gazing owner (P1 vs P3, P1 vs P4, P3 vs P4: P < 0.001), Interactions with the owner (3-phases test, it also had Baseline lower than Relaxation, P1 vs P3, P1 vs P4, P3 vs P4: P < 0.001), and Tail wagging (P1 vs P3, P2 vs P3, P3 vs P4: P < 0.001). Besides, Relax dropped significantly during both Separation and Reunion, being lower during Reunion rather than Separation (P1 vs P2: P = 0.002; P1 vs P3: P < 0.001; P2 vs P3: P = 0.040; P2 vs P4: P < 0.001; P3 vs P4: P < 0.001). Dynamic significantly increased from Baseline to Separation (P < 0.001), it remained constant during Reunion (P = 0.286) and during Relaxation it significantly dropped again below Baseline values (P1 vs P4, P2 vs P4, P3 vs P4: P < 0.001). Nose/lip licking had a peak during Reunion, compared to Separation and Relaxation (P2 vs P3: P = 0.033; P3 vs P4: P = 0.047) and it was performed more by males; this is due differences that have been seen in Phase 1 (P = 0.020) and, partially, in Phase 3 (P = 0.061). An overall significant difference among the four Phases, but not significant pairwise comparisons emerged for Auto-grooming and Interactions with the door (Table 4.2). No other differences emerged, however it might be worth noting that dogs approached armchair without owner only for 0.42% of time during Separation.
Table 4.2. Mean and SE of frequency and durations of analyzed behaviors in the four phases of the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Baseline mean ± SE</th>
<th>Separation mean ± SE</th>
<th>Reunion mean ± SE</th>
<th>Relaxation mean ± SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic a</td>
<td>5.83 ± 1.10</td>
<td>11.66 ± 2.26</td>
<td>6.77 ± 1.35</td>
<td>1.75 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static a</td>
<td>94.17 ± 1.10</td>
<td>88.34 ± 2.26</td>
<td>93.23 ± 1.35</td>
<td>98.25 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention to the environment a</td>
<td>44.05 ± 5.68</td>
<td>42.24 ± 4.55</td>
<td>63.36 ± 3.51</td>
<td>36.66 ± 5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention to the door a</td>
<td>2.23 ± 1.83</td>
<td>38.79 ± 5.15</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.28</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with the door a</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>2.31 ± 0.90</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exiting from the room a,c</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.33</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biting carpet a,c</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.53</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.29</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biting armchair a,c</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaching armchair without owner a,c</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing owner a</td>
<td>9.20 ± 1.86</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>23.34 ± 2.85</td>
<td>3.84 ± 1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with the owner a</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>8.61 ± 2.57</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing experimenters a</td>
<td>4.50 ± 1.49</td>
<td>5.53 ± 0.81</td>
<td>2.36 ± 0.58</td>
<td>4.91 ± 1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with experimenters a,c</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Baseline mean ± SE</td>
<td>Separation mean ± SE</td>
<td>Reunion mean ± SE</td>
<td>Relaxation mean ± SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relax a</td>
<td>35.41 ± 6.38</td>
<td>10.08 ± 3.47</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.55</td>
<td>52.69 ± 6.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-grooming a</td>
<td>2.81 ± 1.26</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.27</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail wagging a</td>
<td>6.20 ± 1.53</td>
<td>10.96 ± 3.67</td>
<td>30.42 ± 5.23</td>
<td>4.47 ± 1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawning b,c</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaking off b,c</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretching b,c</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing a,c</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid IRT camera b,c</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocalization b</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.73 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.06 ± 1.13</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid owner b,c</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lip licking b</td>
<td>♀ 0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>♀ 0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td>♀ 0.51 ± 0.24</td>
<td>♀ 0.10 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♂ 0.42 ± 0.18</td>
<td>♂ 0.20 ± 0.13</td>
<td>♂ 1.83 ± 0.65</td>
<td>♂ 0.22 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratching a,c</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.21</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking a,c</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.27</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.24</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Behaviors measured as duration (percentage of total time).  
* Behaviors measured as frequency (events/min).  
* Behaviors not analyzed because they occurred in only one phase or were rarely displayed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Phase x Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>7.660</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention to the environment</td>
<td>5.444</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention to the door</td>
<td>47.714</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with the door</td>
<td>6.048</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing owner</td>
<td>27.805</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with the owner</td>
<td>37.551</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazing experimenters</td>
<td>1.511</td>
<td>0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relax</td>
<td>23.029</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-grooming</td>
<td>2.918</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail wagging</td>
<td>12.120</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocalization</td>
<td>1.849</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lip licking</td>
<td>7.483</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4.2. Physiological data

Eye temperature did not vary significantly across phases (df = 3, F = 1.455, P = 0.230, Figure 4.1) and no difference emerged comparing females and males (df = 1, F = 0.995, P = 0.320, Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Boxplot representing eye temperature (°C) exhibited by the dogs during the four phases of the experiment (Baseline, Separation, Reunion, Relaxation)

There was not a significant relationship between physical activity (Dynamic) and any cardiac parameter (HR: t = 0.683, P = 0.170; SDNN: t = -1.136, P = 0.259; RMSSD: T = -0.266, P = 0.791; SDNN/RMSSD ratio: T = -0.389, P = 0.698). Once controlled for the effect of Dynamic, HR and SDNN/RMSSD ratio did not change across phases (HR: df = 3, F = 2.010, P = 0.117; SDNN/RMSSD: df = 3, F = 1.971, P = 0.123; Figure 4.1). SDNN changed across phases (df = 3, F = 5.661, P = 0.001; Figure 4.1): it dropped significantly from Baseline to Separation (P = 0.030), it remained constant between Separation and Reunion (P = 0.542) and then it significantly increased during Relaxation (P < 0.001). Relaxation values were higher than Baseline ones (P = 0.044). An overall effect was found for RMSSD (df = 3, F = 6.976, P < 0.001; Figure 4.1), due to a huge increment during Relaxation (P1 vs P4: P = 0.001; P2 vs P4, P3 vs P4: P < 0.001).
Figure 4.2. Boxplot representing values of heart rate (bpm), RMSSD (ms), SDNN (ms), and SDNN/RMSSD exhibited by the dogs during the four phases of the experiment (Baseline, Separation, Reunion, Relaxation).

4.5. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to investigate eye temperature, detected through IRT, and cardiac activity, detected through an external heart rate monitor, as potential physiological indicators of emotional states in pet dogs during a protocol of separation from and reunion with the owner. The protocol was set up in order to assess possible differences between responses to the negative and to the positive stimulus. In addition, dogs’ behavior was used to provide an integrative measure of the response to the positive and negative stimulations.

Contrary to what expected, eye temperature did not increase significantly neither during Phase 2 (Separation) nor during Phase 3 (Reunion), compared with the values of both Phase 1 (Baseline) and 4 (Relaxation). This result did not support our prediction that the arousal determined by both the separation from the owner and the reunion with them would have resulted in an increment of eye temperature.

In dogs, we have found that eye temperature increased both when they received a food treat (positive valence) [261] and when they were stressed by a veterinary visit (negative valence) [113]. In our previous studies, eye temperature showed a very similar pattern of temporal changes, even if different ranges in eye temperature, they could be due to inter-individual differences. Therefore,
according to our previous results and to these evidences, this outcome is unexpected. Separation and reunion protocols, derived by Ainsworth’s Strange Situation Test, are known to be effective on dogs, causing separation anxiety related behavior [262,263] and variation in cardiac activity [179] when dogs are left alone with strangers. Both behavioral and cardiac responses are confirmed by our results indicating a state of arousal in dogs, therefore, the lack of modifications in eye temperature is probably due to other factors that need to be further investigated. It could be that stimuli were not intense enough to elicit a response. Besides, different species require different time: cows’ nose temperature increased during a positive event in few minutes [129], while macaques’ one decreased in not more than 30 seconds [128]; in dogs, this is not being investigated yet and in both our previous studies [113,261] stimulation lasted for longer period.

Because cardiac activity can be influenced not only by emotional states but also by physical activity we considered the effect of movement in the statistical analysis. However, from data emerged an unclear pattern. HR did not vary among phases, confirming what was reported by Maros and colleagues [159], even if it is possible to notice a non-significant drop during Relaxation (Phase 4). However according to existing literature and to our previous work [179,261], we expected an increment in HR during stimuli phases (i.e., Separation and Reunion). Fallani and colleagues [179] reported that during the SST, all dogs showed a HR increase, in particular when they had to play with humans during separation from their caregiver dogs’ HR was significantly lower than when the owner or stranger remained in the room. The same finding was reported even by Palestrini and colleagues [178]. However, in this study we used Dynamic as a covariate for cardiac data and in the study of Fallani and colleagues heart rate gradually increased when dogs were physically activated; besides, they did not collect heart rate data with a continuous sampling but collecting a datum every 5 seconds making impossible any HRV analysis. As for the HR, SDNN/RMSSD ratio remained unvaried, but SDNN and RMSSD changed across phases. SDNN decreased significantly during Separation and again during Reunion (even though not significantly) and increased in Relaxation, reaching values significantly higher than Baseline; on the other hand, RMSSD remained constant among the first 3 phases but it increased in Relaxation. Analysis of the HRV is a promising tool to assess animal emotions [145,158,228,242]. We hypothesized that the stressful nature of the first stimulus, and on the other hand, the rewarding nature of the second one would have resulted in a decrease in the HRV parameters considered during Phase 2 immediately followed by an increment of the same parameters during Phase 3. Overall results partially support this hypothesis. SDNN significantly decreased during Phase 2, while RMSSD dropped even if not significantly, however, during Phase 3, both SDNN and RMSSD did not significantly changed but the first dropped while the latter increased. Lastly, during
Phase 4, both SDNN and RMSSD greatly increased exceeding Baseline values suggesting that changes occurred in the sympathovagal balance. Even if HRV is not very clear, it is still possible to conclude that a separation and reunion protocol induced emotional changes in dogs. Being separated by the owners seem to be sufficient to induce a change in adult dogs’ autonomic system, but being reunited with them and being petted and greeted did not elicit an increment in HRV parameters as stated in available literature [235] while this seems to happen during Phase 4, when dogs are again with their owner but not actively stimulated by them. In the discussion of these data, it has to be noticed that available literature concerning dogs is of limited help due to the great diversity in experimental protocols, HRV parameters used determining a lack of consistency in obtained results [159,201,258,259].

Observed behavioral parameters are consisted with available literature [38,39,178,264,265]. During Separation phase, dogs were mainly engaged in paying attention to the door, to physically interacting with it, scratching and smelling it and, only secondly, to gaze experimenters. Besides, this phase was even characterized by a large amount of barking. However, it may be worth noting as only a small amount of dogs, and for a limited time, approached the armchair while the owner was absent and that stress/fear signals were rarely displayed. During Reunion, dogs, as expected, gazed and interacted with the owner more than other phases; besides they wagged more their tail confirming that tail wagging is signal of an intense emotional response [234,252]. Interestingly, despite the return of their owner, dogs spent a great percentage of time exploring the environment. This increased exploratory behavior coincident with the return of the owner is a typical characteristic of the secure base effect described in humans and in non-human infants. Nose/lip licking has been performed mainly by males and it occurred during Phase 3 when dogs were reunited to their owners. Different authors gave different interpretations of this signal [176,187,223,224], and in the present study, in the context of reciprocal greeting, it could be an appeasement signal toward the owner.

4.6. Conclusion

Our study is the first assessing effects of a separation and reunion protocol on eye temperature. Results do not confirm previous findings showing suitability of IRT as non-invasive method. It is possible that the experimental situation elicits an emotional state of low arousal not detectable by the IRT, thus further studies are needed to compare low and high arousal stimuli. On the other hand, the analysis of HRV aimed at providing insight for the evaluation of the valence of emotional states gave useful indication on emotional regulation: the negative stimulus resulted in a decrease of the HRV, while the delayed increment of HRV expected during the positive stimulation requires further investigation. Behavioral data are consistent with previous findings about Ainsworth’s
Strange Situation, confirming it as a good protocol to elicit emotional states of both a positive and a negative valence in dogs.

4.7. Ethic statement
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5.1. Abstract

The scenery of Italian dog shelters is very diversified. Because of the law 281/1991, the euthanasia of dogs without owner is allowed only for those incurable or dangerous; free-ranging caught dogs, if not immediately returned to an owner, are hosted into long term stay kennels. Health management of these structures can be very difficult considering the high rate of entry, slightly balanced by the number of adoptions. There are kennels in which animals are well treated, they can socialize with other animals and with operators, and overcrowded kennels created and managed by people only interested in obtaining public funding for shelters where animals are kept with no cure, often sick and malnourished; in Italy, these latter cases are pursued by competent authorities. Given that the no-kill policy in Italy increases the need to provide dogs housed in a shelter with an adequate quality of life, the aim of this study was to assess the level of welfare of shelter dogs in different conditions, yielding information on which is less stressful.

The study was conducted in a dog shelter near Rome on 8 adult male mixed breed dogs (apparent age 2-7 years, singly housed, arrived at the shelter since not less than 3 months but not more than 2 years). These dogs are fed and regularly controlled by a veterinarian, but they are socially deprived by both conspecifics and human beings because they are normally kept isolated and they can get in touch with an operator only when they receive food or when the box is cleaned, as they are not carried out of the box for a daily walk.

Our aim was to investigate the effects of exposure to four different situations on heart rate, body temperature, physical activity and behavior. A further aim of the study was to assess whether telemetry (i.e. the continuous record of heart rate, body temperature and physical activity, see below), usually utilized in pharmacological study, could be an appropriate and useful tool to evaluate welfare of sheltered dogs.

The telemetry system consisted of flat transmitters and platform receivers. The dogs were implanted with the radio telemeter and the platform receiver was installed inside the box. After implantation, dogs were allowed 2 weeks for recovery, and then were housed in sequence in each of the following situations: (1) alone in the box (baseline, as previously said this is the normal living situation); (2) alone in a box enriched with toys and a stretch cot for sleeping; (3) in a box with an unknown, spayed, female; (4) alone in the box with a daily 2-hours interaction with an experimenter. Each situation lasted 1 week. Every dog was continuously video-recorded.

A specifically designed ethogram was used for coding, performed with Solomon Coder. Two different approaches were tried: in the first one, 48 fragments of 30 minutes were extracted partially
randomly every week. In the second approach, behaviors from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. were continuous analyzed during first day of baseline, first, second, and fifth day of the female situation.
5.2. Introduction

In Italy, law 281 enacted in 1991 for the prevention of the phenomenon of stray dogs was a turning point in the relationship between humans and pets. It made illegal suppression of stray dogs and cats except in cases of proven dangerousness or incurable diseases. Before this law, in a definitely different sanitary context because of the presence of rabies, the decree of the President of the Republic 320 enacted in 1954 established that the captured stray dogs were transported to the local rescue shelter where they were kept for a period of three days. After these days, dogs unclaimed by the legitimate owners had to be suppressed with painless methods. Current law states that two distinct structures with different purposes should exist: the sanitary shelter (public) and the rescue shelter (private). The sanitary shelter is a structure hosting captured or abandoned stray dog temporarily; dogs stay there monitored for 10-60 days, available to be claimed by the owner or adopted by a new one. After this period, dog is headed to a rescue shelter. Among other consequences, the application of this law raises the ethical issue of maintaining an adequate level of welfare in shelters. In fact, many of the dogs housed in rescue shelters will spend the rest of their lives there. Today, in Italy, both sanitary and rescue shelters have boxes of 6-7 square meters, allowing little or none social intra- and inter-specific interactions but those provided during some walking in the spaces provided inside shelters themselves. This had led to many different situations of individuals clearly stressed, with different kinds of stereotypes, and abnormal behaviors due to captivity, to the new environment, separation of key figures and exposure to an environment unpredictable and uncontrollable [266].

Dogs are animals that need a complex environment, containing both animate and inanimate objects [267]. Ensuring social contacts, with both other dogs and humans, it is essential and it should be considered the most important enrichment for dogs in captivity [268]. Even the presence of an inanimate but still complex and challenging environment, it is important for dogs living in cages. Introduction of appropriate games, music, odors and accessories might be useful to improve the routine [268]. Besides, the rotation of all these elements is considered particularly important to prevent habituation [269].

It is well known that the dogs forced to live in restricted environments can develop abnormal behaviors [270,271]. To dogs, experience in shelters involves impact on their welfare, but also behavioral changes that can affect the chance of an adoption. In fact, long-term confinement in a cage has been associated with the development of stereotypies in dogs and other species [270–272]. This is supported even by neuroendocrine studies: it was found that dogs entering a rescue shelter have prolonged activation of the HPA axis [273]. Also, according to Voith and Ganster [274], dogs adopted
from shelters appear to have more problems related to play behaviors and to the separation from the owner.

Environmental enrichments are commonly used in applied ethology. They promote animal natural behavior and increase welfare. However, enrichment is a vague notion: even if there is agreement that it means “improvement”, it is often applied to different types of environmental changes (social, physical, sensory, nutritional, etc.) while some authors use it as a synonym for “greater complexity” [275]. Researches based on enrichment aim to reduce negative emotional states. These include fear and stress associated with exposure to new stimuli [276–278], boredom and apathy resulting from lack of stimuli [279], and frustration due to inability to express a wished behavior [280].

Different studies have shown that social and physical enrichments have measurable benefit for welfare. Hubrecht [281] tested four groups of laboratory beagles: a control group, a group that could socialize with conspecifics, a group receiving 30 s per day of intensive handling, and a group provided with three different chew toys suspended in the pen. The study shows that appropriate environmental enrichment changes expressed behavior incrementing its complexity and helps to prevent undesirable behaviors; social interactions changes behavior with conspecifics. Schipper and colleagues [282] investigated the effects of feeding enrichment toys on the behavior of laboratory dogs. These toys enhanced appetitive behaviors, increased their activity time, and lowered barking occurrence. Authors stated that these toys seem to a useful tool to stimulate appetitive and more variable behavioral patterns, at least in the short-term, and that they may also be useful for dogs in other facilities which lack sufficient stimuli, such as animal shelters. Mehkram [283] evaluated if social interaction with humans could be enhance socialization of pair-housed wolves and wolf–dog crosses hosted in a private sanctuary. Confirming results by Hubrecht [281], human interactions increased occurrence of conspecific-directed affiliative behaviors and reduction of abnormal behaviors. Besides, when caregivers were present an increment in social play were observed supporting the idea that an improvement of the environment might promote conspecifics social interactions. The potential for human interaction to be established as a scientifically validated, cost-effective enrichment strategy is supported by these findings. In large facilities physical enrichment is likely to be the most cost-effective option, but staff should be encouraged to have regular positive socialization sessions with their dogs.

Telemetry consists of miniature subcutaneous sensors and transmitters to detect and broadcast biological signals to a receiver and to a computerized data acquisition system. Currently, telemetry systems can collect blood pressure and flow, heart rate, electrocardiogram, electroencephalogram, electromyogram, respiratory rate, pH, body temperature, and activity indexes [284]. In the last years, cost of telemetry systems is significantly decreased and, consequently, there
has been a significant increase in the use of this technique. In biomedical research, telemetry has several advantages: (1) there is a reduction of distress compared with conventional measurement techniques, allowing monitoring of physiological parameters in conscious, freely moving laboratory animals; (2) there is a reduction of animal use [285]; (3) it allows unrestricted continuous data collection for prolonged periods of time without the need of any special animal care; (4) it is available for use in a wide range of laboratory species (e.g. mice, monkeys, some fishes). These advantages are only partially counterbalanced by some disadvantages: (1) even if purchase costs are much more affordable now that in the past, the cost to acquire the equipment is not negligible; (2) it requires surgery to prepare animals, and thus this requires specialized staff; (3) continuous or regular scheduled sampling generates large amounts of data, which can lead to analysis problems [284]. Data collected with this technique were evaluated in several studies and compared with those collected by conventional methods. Measurements performed with other conventional methods validate the calibration of the telemetry system [162]. In addition, it has been found that the measures of blood pressure, and consequently those of heart rate, were stable up to 18 weeks after implantation [161].

In dogs, it is still a quite novel technique: Klumpp [286] tested the influence of different housing conditions on hemodynamics during cardiovascular general pharmacological studies implanting telemeters on dogs. Two different groups were hosted in two different housing situations. In the first one, four cages were placed two on each site of a corridor; in the second, the four cages were positioned in a row and the bordering cages were not separated by a metal plate. The physiological status of the dogs in the different housing models was assessed using average resting heart rate as physiological parameter while both frequency of vocalizations and video monitoring were used to assess behavioral responses. The housing had a remarkable effect on the measured hemodynamics. The physiological parameter was best when the dogs were housed with their usual run mate. Besides, they emitted fewer vocalizations. Authors stated that their study demonstrated that the quality of the acquired cardiovascular data for conscious dogs is dependent on the pen configuration and group make-up during a study.

This study aims to apply telemetry technique to assess welfare levels and, consequently, the stress state of the dogs in rescue shelters. This system has never been previously applied to dogs housed in a rescue shelter. If this technique proves to be effective, it could be used to assess which environmental enrichments (physical and/or social) can improve their quality of life.
5.3. Materials and methods

5.3.1. Subjects

The subjects were 8 healthy mixed breed male dogs, whose apparently ages ranged from 2 to 7 years. The sample included 6 medium size dogs, and 2 big size dogs. These dogs arrived at the shelter since not less than 3 months but not more than 2 years. They were fed and regularly controlled by a veterinarian, they were socially deprived by both conspecifics and human beings because they were normally kept isolated and they could get in touch with an operator only when they received food or when the box was cleaned, as they were not carried out of the box for a daily walk.

5.3.2. Procedure

The study was conducted at rescue shelter “Centro Cinofilo del Lago” in Bracciano (Rome, Italy). It has 1.5 x 5 m boxes arranged in series inside a shed, overlooking all on the same side of a single hallway. Boxes have an inside and an outside part of the same dimension (1.5 x 2.5 m) separated by a wall having a passage. Boxes are divided one by the other by a 1-meter wall, on which is fixed a metal mesh reaching the ceiling. This allows dogs to stand up to look into other boxes. The front and the rear side have only wire mesh. Door is located in the front, inside, side, towards the hallway. The outside part of the box overlooks the countryside. Once a day, in the morning, boxes were cleaned with high pressure water and dogs were fed with dry food. Sample dogs were never taken out of this box, except for rare displacements due to the reorganization of shelter or medical care, but this did not happen during the study. The box used for this experiment was the last of ten of the hallway, so only one side was facing another box. All other boxes were normally occupied by others dogs.

Each dog was operated under general anesthesia to implant subcutaneously the transmitter. After the operation, the recovery period of the dogs was 14 days. Subsequently, the dogs were housed for 4 weeks in 4 different situations, always inside the box containing the receivers. These situations lasted a week each and they were presented one after the other, without any interval and always in the same sequence. The following situations were presented:

1. **Baseline** – first week: the dog is alone in the box without any kind of enrichment; in the box there were only a wooden platform to sleep, a metal bowl for the food and one for the water. This is their standard housing condition.

2. **Environmental enrichment** – second week: the box had been enriched with a cot, a rubber ball, a squeezing toy, a knotted rag, and a big bone.
3. **Social enrichment (female)** – third week: the dog shared the box with an unknown, spayed female; a second wooden platform and a second food bowl were implemented.

4. **Social enrichment (human)** – fourth week: the dog was alone in its box, as it was during the first week; however, once a day, in the morning, after cleaning and feeding, a person visited it spending two hours playing, cuddling, or just keep the dog company if it did not want to physically interact; the same person visited the dog across the week.

Different situations did not overlap, e.g., second week the cot replaced the wooden platform and the toys were removed before adding the female to the scenario, while the wooden platform was introduced again. Data collected during box cleaning and food administration were removed from the analysis.

5.3.3. Telemeter and physiological parameters

Telemeter, Dataquest A.R.T. system (Data Sciences International, MN, USA), consisted of a disk (diameter: 5 cm, thickness: 0.8 cm) from which two electrodes departed. These were two copper wires covered by rubber of 20 cm, the ends were placed near the heart.

Collected data were transmitted via radio waves to receivers placed inside the box. Receivers were antennas contained inside metallic plates. In the box there were four receivers, two inside and two outside, two on the right side and two on the left side; all of them were fixed on the wall about 50 cm over the ground. From the receivers, a cable departed to reach the Data Exchange Matrix connected to a PC. Cables were channeled in a plastic tube exiting the shed and reaching a nearby workstation about 5-6 meters far. The Data Exchange Matrix had the following functions: (1) energizing the receivers; (2) converting and sending to the PC the collected data; (3) calculating the muscular activity index.

Physiological parameters collected were core temperature (°C), heart rate (bpm), muscular activity (measured in movement units). As previously said, the latter is calculated by the Data Exchange Matrix: every time dogs moved, the signal emitted by the transmitter to the receivers varied in strength, orientation and distance from the antennas allowing the software to generate the movement units. Sampling rate allowed to have a data collected every minute. These temperature, heart rate and movement values were the mean values of the minute itself. Data were collected every day, 24 hours/day.
5.3.4. Behavioral measures

Outside of the box, in the hallway, an infrared video camera has been placed on a tripod allowing recording during both daytime and nighttime. The shot included the whole inside part of the box including the entry, and part of outer space. Behaviors were registered every day 24 hours/day. Behavioral data were scored from videos using Solomon Coder beta® 12.09.04 (ELTE TTK, Hungary).

The ethogram consisted of 13 behaviors that were coded for their duration, six that were coded for their occurrence, one marker to indicate if the dog was standing on the wooden platform or on the cot, and one to indicate if the dog was eating, drinking, urinating, or defecating (Table 5.1). Any occurrence of aggressive behaviors between dogs led to an end of the experiment. Only males’ behaviors were coded and analyzed.

The dogs’ behavior was coded from videos by one person whereas a second independent coder analyzed 20% of the data to assess inter-observer reliability.

Table 5.1. Males’ behaviors and markers coded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviors (duration - % of the total time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coprophagy, Fly catching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-grooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs licks itself or clean itself with teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs look outside, smell odors, items, or environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotor stereotypies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs walk back and forth, in a circle, or jump compulsively on the walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running or walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral stereotypies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs lick or bites compulsively objects or bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeping or relaxing laying down with closed eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs scratch itself</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Behaviors (duration - % of the total time)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Playing (only environmental enrichment week)</strong></td>
<td>Dogs play with provided toys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affiliative behaviors (only social enrichment – female week)</strong></td>
<td>Towards the female, dogs court, lick and clean with the teeth, sleep in contact, have a passive contact, wag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aggressive behaviors (only social enrichment – female week)</strong></td>
<td>Towards the female, dogs growl, raise hair, curl lips, show teeth, try to attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dominance behaviors (only social enrichment – female week)</strong></td>
<td>Towards the female, dogs looks straight into her eyes holding their gaze, puts their head or paw on her back or shoulder (namely, T position), wag their tail high, hold the tail high and still</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Submissive behaviors (only social enrichment – female week)</strong></td>
<td>Towards the female, dogs lower their head, hold their tail between legs, lick her muzzle, lay on their back exposing the belly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Behaviors (occurrence – events/minute)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barking</td>
<td>Dogs bark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change posture</td>
<td>Dogs change their posture (from/to: laying down, sit, standing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose/lip licking</td>
<td>Dogs lick their nose and/or lip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaking</td>
<td>Dogs shake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretching</td>
<td>Dogs stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawning</td>
<td>Dogs yawn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.5. Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics was used to present both physiological and behavioral results. Differences in behavioral responses among dogs and for both behavioral and physiological data among different situations were evaluated using non-parametric and two-tailed statistical tests, setting alpha at 0.05. Friedman’s ANOVA for ranks and Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni correction were run. All the statistical analyses were carried out with SPSS Statistics 23 (IBM, NY, USA).

5.3.6. Two different approaches

Two different approaches were chosen to analyze data: (1) a comparison between all the situations was conducted; (2) a detailed analysis was conducted, but only comparing the baseline with the situation that was hypothesized to be the most impactful for non-socialized isolated dogs. For both approaches physiological and behavioral measurements were considered.

5.3.6.1. Approach 1: Comparing the four weeks

In this approach, every day of the week was divided in 48 fragments of 30 minutes. Subsequently, from the 336 fragments composing a week, 48 were partially randomly chosen in order to have the fragments equally distributed among the days of the week (7 segments a day for 6 days and 1 randomly chosen day with only 6) and to do not have segments from the same day consecutive. This was done for every week of every dog. Behavioral data were collected with continuous sampling; physiological data were collected as mean value of every segment. Analysis are still in progress. Data of only 3 dogs are presented: Brando, Buck, and Jack.

5.3.6.2. Approach 2: The effect of female presence

In this approach, the first day of the baseline and the first, second, and fifth day of the social enrichment (female) week were chosen to be analyzed. Because during night dog mainly slept, only daylight time, from 8.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m., was analyzed. Behavioral data were collected with
continuous sampling; physiological data were collected as mean value of every minute. Analysis are still in progress. Data of only 5 dogs are presented: Brad, Buck, Jack, Scotty, Sparrow.

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Approach 1: Comparing the four weeks

5.4.1.1. Physiological parameters

Physiological parameters of the three dogs during the 48 segments of every week were separately analyzed.

5.4.1.1.1. Brando

Neither Brando’s index of muscular activity nor heart rate vary among weeks (Muscular Activity: \( \chi^2 = 1.725, P = 0.631 \); Heart Rate: \( \chi^2 = 4.725, P = 0.193 \)). However, there is a difference in temperature values (\( \chi^2 = 35.425, P < 0.001 \)): this is due to a peak in core temperature during environmental enrichment week comparing it with baseline and female weeks (Baseline vs Enrichment: \( Z = -5.057, P < 0.001 \); Female vs Enrichment: \( Z = -2.836, P = 0.005 \); Figure 5.1).

![Figure 5.1. Boxplot representing Brando's core temperature (°C) during the four weeks of the experiment.](image)

5.4.1.1.2. Buck

Buck’s index of muscular activity does not change among phases (\( \chi^2 = 4.930, P = 0.177 \)). There are differences in both heart rate and temperature values (Heart Rate: \( \chi^2 = 61.772, P < 0.001 \); Temperature: \( \chi^2 = 37.298, P < 0.001 \)). Heart rate has its maximum peak when the female
was present and a second, but lower, peak was during human social enrichment week (Baseline vs Female: \( Z = -5.959, P < 0.001 \); Baseline vs Human: \( Z = -5.086, P < 0.001 \); Enrichment vs Female: \( Z = -5.345, P < 0.001 \); Enrichment vs Human: \( Z = -4.540, P < 0.001 \); Female vs Human: \( Z = -2.912, P = 0.004 \); Figure 5.2). Temperature has only one peak, during environmental enrichment week (Baseline vs Enrichment: \( Z = -4.408, P < 0.001 \); Enrichment vs Female: \( Z = -4.882, P < 0.001 \); Enrichment vs Human: \( Z = -4.226, P < 0.001 \); Figure 5.2).

**Figure 5.2.** Boxplot representing Buck’s heart rate (bpm) and core temperature (°C) during the four weeks of the experiment.

5.4.1.3. Jack

Neither Jack’s index of muscular activity nor temperature vary among weeks (Muscular Activity: \( df = 3, \chi^2 = 6.739, P = 0.081 \); Temperature: \( df = 3, \chi^2 = 5.543; P = 0.136 \)). Heart rate presents a significant drop during environmental enrichments week and a significant peak during both female and human weeks (\( df = 3, \chi^2 = 72.044, P < 0.001 \); Baseline vs Enrichment: \( Z = -4.913, P < 0.001 \); Baseline vs Female: \( Z = -3.528, P < 0.001 \); Baseline vs Human: \( Z = -4.841, P < 0.001 \); Enrichment vs Female: \( Z = -5.651, P < 0.001 \); Enrichment vs Human: \( Z = -5.969, P < 0.001 \); Figure 5.3).
5.4.1.2. Behavioral parameters

During baseline week, dogs behaved differently (Figure 5.4). There are significant differences among dogs in percentages of Movement (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 9.652$, $P = 0.008$), Attention (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 11.411$, $P = 0.003$), Sleep (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 9.263$, $P = 0.010$), Scratch (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 11.281$, $P = 0.004$), and Locomotor stereotypies (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 21.412$, $P < 0.001$), in the frequency of occurrence of Nose/lip licking (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 16.390$, $P < 0.001$), Barking (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 8.000$, $P = 0.018$), and Change Posture (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 8.061$, $P = 0.018$) and in percentages of time spent for the two markers, Maintenance behaviors (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 11.437$, $P = 0.003$) and Wooden platform/Cot (df = 2, $\chi^2 = 20.689$, $P < 0.001$).
Given these differences during baseline weeks, subsequently analyses were performed comparing behavioral responses among week for each dog.

5.4.1.2.1. Brando

Brando kept his behavioral pattern constant across the four weeks (Figure 5.5). He spent a very little time (0.61%) interacting with the toys available during the environmental enrichments week and he interacted with the female showing mainly affiliative behaviors for 3.66% of the total time, aggressive behaviors (0.02%), and dominant behaviors (0.05%). During social enriched weeks Movement values were almost doubled compared to baseline and environmental enrichments weeks. Besides, Attention was lower when toys were present and Sleep was lower with the female.
Time spent on the Wooden platform/Cot changes significantly across weeks (df = 3, χ² = 18.674, P < 0.001), and Brando spent less time on the cot than on the wooden platform (Z = -3.768, P < 0.001). Furthermore, time spent on the Wooden platform/cot is lower during both the intra- and interspecific social weeks than during the baseline (Baseline vs Female: Z = -4.626, P < 0.001; Baseline vs Human: Z = -3.779, P < 0.001). Change Posture, Stretching, and Yawning varied significantly across weeks (Change Posture: df = 3, χ² = 12.806, P = 0.005; Stretching: df = 3, χ² = 22.443, P < 0.001, Yawning: df = 3, χ² = 11.017, P = 0.012; Figure 5.6). While differences in Yawning were due to a drop of occurrence during environmental enrichments week compared to baseline (Z = -3.240, P = 0.001), Stretching occurred mainly during baseline (Baseline vs Enrichment: Z = -3.906, P < 0.001; Baseline vs Female: Z = -3.474, P = 0.001, Baseline vs Human: Z = -3.244, P = 0.001). Change Posture was showed mostly during baseline and human weeks (Baseline vs Enrichment: Z = -3.343, P = 0.001; Baseline vs Female: Z = -2.932, P = 0.003, Enrichment vs Human: Z = -2.852, P = 0.004). No other statistical difference emerges.

Figure 5.6. Events per minute of Yawning, Stretching and Change Posture performed by Brando during the four weeks.

5.4.1.2.2. Buck

Buck is a very apathetic dog, that spends large part of the time sleeping (range: 75.76% - 81.34%; Figure 5.7). All other behaviors are consequently reduced: Buck ignored almost completely both the female (Affiliative behaviors: 0.04%, Dominance Behaviors: 0.01%) and the toys (0.08%). An interesting result is the change in the use of Wooden platform/Cot (df = 3, χ² = 18.229, P < 0.001): the female monopolized the wooden platform reducing its availability for Buck (Baseline vs Female: Z = -4.639, P < 0.001; Enrichment vs Female: Z = -3.372, P < 0.001; Female vs Human: Z = -1.892, P = 0.058).
5.4.1.2.3. Jack

Opposite of Buck, Jack is a very active dog focused on what happens around him (Attention range: 28.22% - 33.77%). During the environmental enrichment week, he interacted with the toys for a very limited time (0.98%). His relationship with the female was good (4.18% of Affiliative behaviors), performing both Dominance (0.57%) and Submissive behaviors (0.15%) at a very low rate. As for Brando and Buck, even for Jack, time spent over the wooden platform (or the cot) changes among weeks ($df = 3, \chi^2 = 56.894, P < 0.001$). Two clear patterns emerged from post-hoc test: the first one is that the female monopolized the wooden platform (Baseline vs Female: $Z = -5.049, P < 0.001$; Enrichment vs Female: $Z = -3.669, P < 0.001$; Female vs Human: $Z = -4.962, P < 0.001$); the second is that when the wooden platform was available and not occupied by the female, Jack preferred it than the cot (Baseline vs Enrichment: $Z = -4.275, P < 0.001$; Enrichment vs Human: $Z = -3.994, P < 0.001$).
5.4.2. Approach 2: The effect of female presence

5.4.2.1. Brad

Brad behavioral pattern among days highlights a strong increment in percentage of Sleep, raising from 30.86% during Baseline to values ranging from 41.85% to 57.28% during experimental days. Consequently, all other behaviors were less expressed with the only exception of Attention during day 2 (48.25% compared to 43.94% of the baseline). It may be worth noticing that Locomotor stereotypies that was performed for 7.24% of the time during baseline day, dropped to 0.56% during day 1 and then disappeared. However, Brad interacted with the female every day for less than 0.2% of the time (Figure 5.9). Among behaviors registered as events per minute, Nose/lip licking dropped from 30.48 to about 18 during the experimental days, while female presence seems to inhibit Barking in Brad (from 1.78 events/minute to about 0.1 events/minute), while.

![Percentage of time spent by Brad in main activities during the four days.](image)

Brad’s muscular activity index remained constant among days with a drop during day 1 (Figure 5.10). This reflects the drop in movement of the same day. His heart rate, instead, remained constant at about 100 bpm for the whole experiment (Figure 5.10), so it does not provide any indication about effect of the female on Brad’s welfare.
5.4.2.2. Buck

Buck confirms to be an apathetic dog (Figure 5.11): he increased sleeping time particularly the first day with the female (baseline Sleep: 35.29%, mean value of Sleep during female days 76.06%). Waking time is spent mainly in exploration of the external environment while the female is completely ignored.

Buck’s muscular activity index was consistent on very low values, according to his percentage of Movement (Figure 5.12). Interestingly, despite his percentage of Sleep greatly increased, his heart rate was higher than the baseline during all experimental days (Figure 5.12), suggesting that he did not enjoy female presence and could have been negatively influenced.
5.4.2.3. Jack

On the other hand, Jack confirms to be a very active dog focused on what happens around him (Figure 5.13). The interaction with the female determined a reduction of Locomotor stereotypies from 37.48% during baseline to 4% during day 1 and to values very close to 0% in the latter days. At the same time, Attention increases of a comparable amount of time. Besides, Jack was the one who most interact with the female, mainly in an affiliative way (10.81%, 5.24%, and 13.60% in day 1, day 2 and day 5 respectively) with very limited episodes of both dominance and submission towards her.

Intuitively, from his percentage of Locomotor stereotypies, Jack’s muscular activity index had a great drop during the experimental days (Figure 5.14).
5.4.2.4. Scotty

As seen in Buck, Scotty seems to react to the presence of the female increasing sleep time from 47.41% to values always over 60% (Figure 5.15). This additional time spent sleeping reduced Self-grooming, Movement and Maintenance behaviors and Locomotor stereotypies (absent during experimental days). His interactions with the female are less than 0.01% of the time, with an episode of Dominance followed by an Aggression without consequences during day 1.

Scotty’s physiological parameters had both a drop during day 1 (Figure 5.16). It could be explained by a drop both in Movement than in Locomotor stereotypies; however, during day 2 and day 5 both muscular activity and heart rate returned to value close to baseline, as Movement did, but with a null percentage of Locomotor stereotypies (Figure 5.15, 5.16).
5.4.2.5. Sparrow

Sparrow seems to be stimulated by female’s presence, because there is a clear drop of Sleep percentage from baseline (66.48%) to day 1 (36.66%) and day 2 (48.54%); however, probably due to habituation, day 5 is characterized by a return to baseline value (61.93%; Figure 5.17). This increased waking time is not associated with interactions with the female, that are less than 0.01% of the time during all days. Instead, dog is more focused of what happens in the surrounding environment and as for Sleep, percentage of Attention raise from baseline (26.38%) to day 1 (53.88%) and day 2 (42.83%), while returning to baseline value during day 5 (29.55%). Besides, there is a clear drop in Nose/lip licking, from 0.60 events/minute to 0.19 during day 5 passing through 0.35 in day 1 and 0.25 in day 2.
While Sparrow’s heart rate was constant among the days, his muscular activity presented two peaks during day 1 and day 2 (Figure 5.18). These peaks were in correspondence of a drop of Sleep percentage, but they are not associated to an increase of Movement. Therefore, these peaks are due to different behaviors, as Self-grooming, that has a peak in day 2 or other minor behaviors (e.g., Scratch).

![Figure 5.18. Mean activity muscular index and heart rate during the four days.](image)

5.5. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to investigate long term physiological parameters in sheltered dogs when exposed to different enrichments using surgically implanted telemeters. In addition, dogs’ behavior was used to provide an integrative measure of the response to the stimulation.

The technique resulted to be appropriate for the experiment’s purpose. However, some critical issues emerged. First of all, telemeters provided a huge amount of data that have proved to be hard and time consuming to analyze. The way in which physiological data were collected generated 40,320 values for every parameter per dog. Besides, this methodology is invasive and requires monitoring if used on a long period because even a little period of power failure means losing corresponding data. Lastly, even if costs are dropping relatively fast, still it is an expensive technique. On the other hand, telemeters allowed to point out some matters that can be later investigated, such as possible correspondence between muscular activity index and heart rate, which situation had most impact on heart rate and/or temperature, and which parameter is more sensible to changes. These observations support literature findings [284,285].
In normal conditions, dogs need an environment that could be differentiated and both physically and socially stimulating [267–269]. This kind of environment is crucial to avoid development of stereotypies and/or abnormal behaviors [270–272], abnormal HPA axis activation [273], and separation-related anxiety problems after adoption [274]. Besides, enrichments promote animal natural behavior and increase welfare [281–283].

However, findings from this experiment seem to provide contrasting data. After a preliminary analysis of data, it appears that there is not a pattern shared among dogs neither in physiological nor in behavioral data. In the first approach, behavioral data are statistically different among dogs and, even if test were not performed for the second approach, descriptive statistics points out many differences inside the sample.

Physiological data have proven to be hard to interpret. If it could be possible to consider more positive a situation characterized by a lower heart rate, core temperature seems to provide only information about emotional activation [113,261] but not about emotional valence while the muscular activity index cannot be used as a welfare indicator.

Approach 1 points out that dogs reacted differently to the proposed situations. Brando showed a peak in temperature during environmental enrichment week that was not accompanied by a similar raise neither in heart rate nor in muscular activity index suggesting an interest towards the toys that was probably very moderated according to very little time spent interacting with them. On the other hand, behavioral data indicated that Brando had some kind of interest for the female, but this was not supported by physiological data that did not vary compared to the baseline, as happened for the week with the human visitor.

Buck physiological parameters varied among weeks, however their patterns were not overlapping. Between baseline and enrichments week, heart rate remained constant while temperature increased; the next week they had an opposite trend as heart rate increased while temperature decreased and finally in the fourth week heart rate decreased again (remaining higher than baseline values) while temperature remained constant. Behavioral data did not help as Buck slept for the majority of the time ignoring the stimuli during both the female and the environmental enrichments week. Reading together behavioral and heart rate data suggests that Buck was disturbed by social enrichments having a higher heart rate without a detectable change in his behavior. Overall, his welfare does not seem to be improved.

Jack reacted positively to the enrichments proposed even though at a different extent. According to heart rate, while environmental enrichments seem to have a calming effect on him, both
social stimuli raised this parameter. Behavioral data partially confirm these evidences. During the environmental enrichments he interacted for a very little time with the toys (even if time spent on the cot suggests that he did not like it) but he spent a lot of time with the female. Besides, during the whole experiment he performed less stereotypes but this drop did not reach any statistical threshold.

Approach 2 was focused on the male-female relationship because it was hypothesized that it could be the most impactful situation given the importance of socialization and because the female remained continuously in contact with the male and she was not limited to only daily visits. Analyzing descriptive statistics, data collected for Buck and Jack confirmed results of Approach 1.

Brad muscular activity decreased during day 1, due to a strong decrease in Locomotor stereotypes and to the increment in the percentage of time spent sleeping. It returned to baseline values during day 2 and day 5 since he increased Movement, and this pattern suggests that Brad is getting used to the presence of the female. Overall, this pattern of behavior indicates that Brad did not enjoy the presence of the female even though the constant pattern of HR suggests that the disturbance caused is not too stressful.

Scotty is another dog that spends a lot of time sleeping. Muscular activity pattern and heart rate had both a drop during day 1, in correspondence of a drop in Movement and a peak in Sleep, but they quickly recovered to baseline value during day 2 and day 5. Again, behavioral data points out an overwhelming time spent sleeping and almost no interactions between the animals and therefore they did not suggest that inserting the female improved the welfare.

Finally, Sparrow presents constant heart rate and an increased muscular activity during day 1 and day 2 but it was not correlated to either an increment in Movement or to social relationships; instead, it was due self-directed behaviors like Self-grooming or Scratch. However, behavioral data suggested that he was positively influenced by the presence of the female that increased explorative behaviors and elicited even affiliative behaviors; but this effect seems lasting only for the first two days as during the fifth day behaviors returned to baseline value.

Dogs reacted differently to the different situations: some dogs seem to be disturbed by the enrichments and others seem to benefit from them. However, environmental enrichments have elicited mild reactions in all dogs and therefore it is difficult to say if this situation had been perceived as positive or negative. On the other hand, social enrichments elicited stronger reactions, both physiological and behavioral, but very different among dogs. However, it is important to note that background information about these dogs were unknown and the sample included only male socially isolated since a long time; therefore, even if the sample seems very homogeneous, it could be possible
that past experiences play an important role in modulating responses to the enrichments. This lead to think that there is not a single path to improve sheltered dogs’ welfare and enrichments should be carefully thought on a case-by-case basis.

Aside from completing physiological and behavioral analysis, future developments should include extensions of this experiment, comparing similar situations with bigger samples. Since it is unlikely that would be possible to use telemeters again, different physiological measurements have to be taken, such as hair, plasmatic or fecal cortisol [177,287,288]. Besides, it will be a paramount issue an accurate as possible analysis of dogs’ background and the choice of samples including dogs of different age, sex, and socialization.

5.6. Conclusion

Our study is the first assessing long-term effects of different situations in sheltered dogs using telemeters combined with behavioral data. After a period of baseline, dogs were exposed to three different conditions: an environmental enrichment situation with toys and a cot and two social enrichment situations with a female sharing the cage and with a human experimenter paying daily visits to the dogs. Physiological and behavioral data have proven to be difficult to collect and to interpret due to technical problems and to the huge amount of data collected, but it has been possible to assess a general outcome. These preliminary results suggest that environmental enrichments, both physical and social, affect dogs’ behavior differently and not always positively. Thus, modifying life conditions of dogs will have to be carefully projected after a deep analysis of their behaviors and attitudes.
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6. General conclusions

In the course of the last century studies of stress response and of negative emotional states (fear, depression, frustration) related to stress have been extensively carried out in both human and non-human animals. Therefore, there is a wide literature on negative emotions and stress in domestic animals as well. Recently the idea that the absence of negative emotions cannot be considered a sufficient condition to guarantee animal welfare in laboratories, breeding farms, and households was put forward but related studies are scarce and focused mostly on farm animals. There is general agreement among researchers that an objective evaluation of emotional states in animals needs a combination of behavioral, physiological, and cognitive markers. This thesis is the first attempt to validate eye temperature, measured by infrared thermography (IRT), as a non-invasive tool for assessing emotions in dogs. Following the suggestions to integrate different physiological and behavioral measures, thermography data were associated with heart rate and heart rate variability parameters and with behavioral data. Heart rate and heart rate variability are well-established physiological parameters to assess emotional activation; especially heart rate variability has obtained a growing consensus in the last years and an indirect and easy collectible measure of sympathovagal balance. On the other hand, physiological parameters would be much harder to interpret without behavioral analyses. Behaviors are the guideline that allows to discriminate between different situations that have a similar physiological response. Different emotional situations were tested to provide different information about dogs’ emotional reactions and their physiological correlates: (1) a very stressful situation (i.e., veterinary visit); (2) a positive stimulation with palatable food; (3) a double valence situation, initially negative (i.e. separation from the owner) and then positive (i.e. reunion to the owner), but with small arousal. In addition, a longitudinal study with telemeters used on sheltered dogs have been performed to test long effects of different environmental enrichments in order to assess possible improvements of their quality of life.

All techniques used in this thesis present both advantages and disadvantages. Thermographic imaging is a relatively new method, non-invasive, very precise, and final data can easily be handled; however, precise thermographic cameras are expensive and they require to be calibrated, a control of environmental temperature and humidity, and even little errors in the procedure can result in artefacts that are very difficult to detect. IRT results seem to be good to detect emotional activations but our results point out as it can detect only high arousal situations and it provides similar results for situations of both positive and negative valences. Finally, it is worth noting that the thermographic camera was at some extent disturbing for dogs during the veterinary visit study (i.e., a stressful situation per se),
as they showed avoidance behaviors, averting gaze and turning their head when the thermographic camera was oriented to them.

On the other hand, heart rate and heart rate variability are reliable parameters, common in studies about emotions and stress, and even very used in biomedical research. The chance offered by external heart monitors that allow to assess HR and HRV parameters in a non-invasive way has greatly increased the number of studies utilizing cardiac activity. However, in non-primate animals, most authors use only HR and the time domain parameters of the HRV (e.g., RMSSD, SDNN) because frequency-domain parameters (e.g., HF, LF) still require validation in animals and they could be species-specific. Consequently, determination of the functional regulatory characteristics of the ANS, and particularly the complex interplay between the sympathetic and the parasympathetic branches is less accurate and detailed. Overall present results suggest that HR detects emotional states characterized by high level of arousal but without defining their valence. However, heart rate variability can provide indications even about valence if the arousal is sufficiently high. Heart rate monitors are designed to be used by anyone who wants to practice sport; therefore, their settings, use, and related software are simple and intuitive and their applicability on animals is simple, requiring little experience and care in order not to collect partial or incorrect data from a very hairy or a very stressed dog. Nevertheless, data manipulation and interpretation can be difficult because different heart rate variability parameters often do not provide consistent information.

Behavioral data can provide precise information about dogs’ reactions to given stimuli but even some behaviors can be tricky to interpret and can be performed in response to different situations. Likely, dog is the animal whose behavior is best known by humans, thanks to our long shared evolutionary history and to the huge amount of studies on dog behavior that have been made in the last 30 years. The growing number of scientific papers and publications about dog’s behavior, sociality, attitudes and cognitive skills shed light on the extraordinary dog-human relationship. However, in the rush to prove dog’s cognitive skills researches have to avoid the risks to trespass in an excessive of anthropomorphism attributing to the dogs’ complex cognitive abilities and feelings.

Telemetry is a good approach to the study of prolonged variation in physiological parameters, but it is still expensive in terms of necessary money and time to obtain a significant result. Furthermore, telemetry requires an invasive approach even though superficial and generate a huge database that in the present case is of difficult analysis due to the heterogeneity and size limitation of the sample. The preliminary analysis carried out suggests that the environmental and social enrichments aimed to increase dogs’ welfare and quality of life have different impacts on dogs. Understanding which enrichments could have a beneficial effect on dogs’ welfare is not an easy task: sheltered dogs are not
laboratory mice and their background is almost always unknown; consequently, before designing environmental or social enrichments it is necessary to assess social competence and attitude of every dog.

Concluding, the most promising path would be the validation of some behavioral pattern to use them as markers for positive and negative emotional states. Validation of behavioral indicators require the integration of cardiac, hormonal and other physiological measures. Emotions are a very complex topic that involves central and peripheral nervous systems, endocrine systems and, therefore, behavior. Their multi-componential-nature allows to analyze every component singly but even to combine two or more components to obtain more precise answers to experimental questions.
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